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I

Prologue
One could argue, that a conversation is like a bridge: it has the potential to connect and create new
routes. New routes, that change the current routines and instead, offer an alternative direction.
Bridges are carefully created constructions, and with the right skills, we can construct wonderful
bridges. However, it ultimately depends on how the bridge is connected to where it comes from ánd
where it is going, whether it fulfils its potential to connect and create change. It was during this
research I slowly began to understand that I had been staring at the bridge itself all the time, instead
of opening my eyes for how this bridge was connected to its far ends, its past and future. I widened
my sight and this provided a whole new experience of truth, whereby suddenly it all happened not
in, but around the conversations. Conversations can create magnificent bridges, but an unconnected
bridge still leads to nowhere...
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Abstract

Planning as Dialogue: Understanding Conversations in
Local Participatory Planning Practices.
Nowadays we live in what is called the participatory society (Lovan et al., 2017). Also within the
domain of spatial planning and design the attention for participation is increasing already since the
70s and is getting more formalised (Allmendinger, 2009). In the Netherlands for example, the new
Environment and Planning Act will provide a legal duty to involve stakeholders in future plans within
the domain of spatial planning. These various empowered stakeholders take place around the table
and are asked to negotiate on future environments (Boelens and De Roo, 2016).
To deal with these diverse place framings in planning processes aimed at change, policy makers and
professionals increasingly call upon ''the need for dialogue'' (Aarts, 2015). However, despite the
increase in participative conversations and increased attention for communication in spatial planning,
the actual conversations that take place in participation have not yet been studied extensively. This
thesis aims to explore beyond the black box of conversations in participatory planning and design
processes (Bleijenberg, 2018). It focuses on what kind of conversations take place, what happens in
these conversations and how do these conversations affect the outcome of planning processes.
To further understand how dialogues play a role in spatial planning, the aim of this study is to gain
an understanding of how participatory conversations influence local planning practices. Therefore,
this research performs a threefold explorative research consisting of literature study, expert
interviews and a communicative discourse analysis on conversations in participative interaction in
the single-case study of the Spetterflat in Rotterdam. In this case various actors negotiate over the
future design and usage of a public space. The research opts for an evolutionary perspective in
studying conversations as the research illustrates how conversations only make sense in past,
present and future context. Influential change is not solely made in conversations but rather in the
context around conversations.
Key words: conversations | participation | spatial planning | interactional framing| | change
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Summary
The research starts with exploring the contemporary participatory context. Multiple empowered
actors now take place around the table and take share in the decision-making. Also within the domain
of spatial planning and design the attention for participation is increasing already since the 70s and
is getting more formalised. Participation is evolving from an open-ended ideal to a formal and legal
duty that is incorporated in the new Environment and Planning Act. Hereby policy makers and
professionals increasingly call upon ''the need for dialogue'', whereas it remains problematic as how
to achieve such participatory conversations in the practice of fragmented societies. Thus,
participatory conversations are the core of participation. Better understanding of participatory
conversations could inform researchers and practitioners as how to cater for new forms of spatial
planning that foster participatory involvement. This informed the general research question:



GRQ: How do participatory conversations influence the course of local planning practices?

The theoretical framework revisits the foremost theories on conversations, change and framing.
Hereto the research touches upon the broader debate on the degree to change that can be ascribed
to conversations. The research introduces the distinction between the Optimist and the Realists. The
Optimists, represented by Socrates, Habermas and Healey share the epistemological understanding
of communicative rationality, that serves as basis for change. The Realists, represented by
Machiavelli, Foucault and Luhmann, pose questions on the extent of communication and its ability to
foster change.
However, this traditional debate seemed caught in its own dichotomisation, lacking a way forward in
the influence of conversations on (environmental-) change processes. Moreover, the current
literature on conversations and change is rather prescriptive instead of descriptive. This raised the
question of what happens in participatory conversations and how this influences the planning process.
The research used interactional framing theory as a means for studying change and conversations in
practice. This informed the research that change through conversations is to be understood as the
ability for reframing. This resulted in two research questions, that each informed a subsequent
chapter:



RQ1: How do experts understand the role of participatory conversations in local planning
practices? (chapter 4: experts)



RQ2: How do the participatory conversations influence the planning process of the
Spetterflat in Rotterdam? (chapter 5: case study)

As such, the research has been conducted from a three-step explorative model: a theoretical
literature study, explorative expert interviews and explorative single-case study. The research is in
the social-constructivist domain of the interpretative qualitative social sciences. The introduction
informed the general research question, where after the theoretical framework informed the two sub
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questions. The RQ1 was used as starting point for the expert interviews, whereby five experts have
been interviewed on their understanding of the role and influence of participatory conversations,
answering the second research question. This informed a focus for the RQ2, using a communicative
discourse analysis on the single-case study of the Spetterflat in Rotterdam. Hereby the research used
observation and interviewing focused on the participatory conversations itself, the context form
organisational perspective, the context from participants perspective and the context from nonparticipants perspective. Both chapters use statements to illustrate the arguments being made.
The expert chapter uses the RQ1 as starting point for interviewing five experts or practitioners in the
domain of participatory conversations. The chapter consists of three parts: participatory
conversations, the experience of truth and evolutionary perspective, the outcome of several rounds
of coding. The experts indicate that participative conversations are hard to establish for spatial
practitioners, but with the right skills, practitioners can coerce dialogue, if understood from relational
perspective. These participative conversations can lead to an experience of truth, an intuition of truth
that makes sense in that context. Yet it depends on the input and output of conversations, to what
extent the truth experience resonates and has impact or remains a fiction.
During the expert interviews the focus shifted from the conversations itself towards looking at
conversations from a broader perspective. Referring to the RQ1, the experts hinted towards the
understanding of participatory conversations from a behavioural, relational, contextual and
evolutionary perspective. This informs the focus on understanding participatory conversations from
an evolutionary perspective, arguing that change is not solely created in conversations but rather in
past, present and future contexts of the conversations.
The single case study on the Spetterflat in Rotterdam uses the evolutionary perspective as starting
point for answering the RQ2. In this case various actors negotiate over the future design and usage
of a public space. The communicative discourse analysis consists of four parts: the conversation
itself, what happened around the conversations from the perspective of participants, what happened
around the conversations from the perspective of the organisation and at lastly the perspective of
non-participants. Hereby the research uncovers three influences of conversations on the planning
process of how the past echoes through and becomes ''active'' in present-day conversations, the
different interpretation of the conversations through everyday informal conversations in the present,
and dependence on the resonance to the macro-scale.
The discussion discusses the past, present and future of conversations. The discussion show how the
past of conversations influences the process through self-referentiality and trust heuristics. Second,
it discusses how the outcome of participatory conversations is moulded in everyday conversations,
acknowledging difference between formal and informal conversations. Third, the discussion touches
upon the future of conversations, discussing the resonance of micro-conversations on macro-level
such as roles, rules and regimes. It is argued that a conversation is one moment in time, but change
requires more than a conversation: it is about what happens before, in between and after
conversations.

V

The conclusion answers the general research question: how do participatory conversations influence
the course of local planning practices? This research showed that that not only conversations but
rather the context of conversations influences the planning process. This research took participatory
conversations as the core of participation in spatial planning as starting point. Participatory
conversations influence local planning practices, as conversations are the place where various
understandings of the past, present and future become explicit and are negotiated in the debate over
what is to come. The context in which the participatory conversations take place determines the
course of the conversations: participatory conversations only make sense in context. The expert
interviews and case study showed that not only participatory conversations itself but the context of
conversations influences the planning process. This asks for an evolutionary perspective in studying
conversations.
The research concludes with three major implications for spatial planning:



The past of conversations: how the past influences present-day conversations, or in other
words, to what extent this past-informed self-referentiality affects the participatory
conversations.



The present of conversations: how the participatory conversations relate to each other, and
in particular, the importance of what happens in between the formal conversations.



The future of conversations: how the perceived ''outcome'' of participatory conversations at
micro-level translates back to the macro-level of institutions, policy makers, etc.
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Statements
1. Participation does not take place in one moment but is about re-establishing a relation
between governing organisations and stakeholders such as citizens, thus reflecting a wider
trend of searching for new ways of making sense together.
2. Creating dialogue is to be considered as an art, which either should be part of the education
of a spatial planners or should be outsourced to a professional facilitator.
3. The truth is no abstract concept but rather a subjective experience which takes place in
dialogue and can lead to an intuition or experience of truth.
4. Conversations should not be seen as formal and isolated events, but moments in a larger
change processes that are influenced by everyday conversations and informal acts in
between formal conversations.
5. Participatory conversations should be studied from an evolutionary perspective, as the past,
present and future contexts determine the influence of the conversations on the planning
process.
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Reading Guide
Figure 1 gives an overview of how the research is constructed. The various boxes form the chapters
of the research: introduction, theoretical framework, research methodology, experts, case study,
discussion and conclusion. The introduction concludes with the formulation of the general research
question. The output of each chapter forms the input for the subsequent chapter and, eventually,
narrows down towards answering the general research question in the conclusion. As such, the black
dots indicate the pivot points of the story that this research tries to bring across (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Chronological order of the research.
The introduction starts with the surprise of the researcher and the related problem statement. Hence
the introduction leads to the general research question. The theoretical framework explores the
current debate on conversations and change and funnels down towards an interactional framing
approach for in participatory conversations. The theoretical framework concludes by formulating two
research questions that guide the continuation of the research.
The research questions are answered through a two-part linear research. The first part consists of
five expert interviews in order to reach beyond the prescriptive theories that came by in the
theoretical framework. The experts interviews shed light on the challenges of participatory
conversations in practice from the perspective of experts or practitioners who deal with these
conversations in their everyday work. As such, the experts interviews provide a focus for studying
the single-case study. The second part is a single-case study on the Spetterflat in Rotterdam,
informed by the focus from the previous part. In this case various actors negotiate over the future
design and usage of a public space. These conversations are observed and supplemented with
interviews with participants, organisers and non-participants. The case study provides an
communicative discourse analysis on the real-world practice of participatory conversations.
Thereafter, the discussion compares theory, expert views and the case study in order to distil a
pattern on a higher abstraction level. The discussion consists of theoretical reflection through three
theme's, a methodological reflection and suggestions for further research. The conclusion answers
the general research question and formulates implications for the domain of spatial planning.
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Moreover, the research contains so-called intermezzo's in between the various chapters. The
intermezzo's represent the dialogues that the researcher had within himself. The intermezzo's give
an insight in the thoughts and considerations during the process of researching. Therefore, the
intermezzo's are written in a different, more personal style that breaks with the chapters. The
researcher opts for the use of intermezzo's as a means for storytelling and to involve the researcher
in the theoretical debate within the researcher.

Figure 2: The three-step-explorative research model.
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Intermezzo
The times, they are a-changing. ''The welfare-state is dead, long live the participative society!'',
stated the Dutch newspaper De Volkskrant in 2013 after the annual state-of-the-nation. The Dutch
King encouraged everyone to get involved and participate. In the UK, the government promotes the
Big Society, which implies a bigger role for communities. In the USA, citizens take place in
Neighbourhood Budgeting Committees. Amsterdam hosted its first Citizens Conference in 2015. We,
the citizens, are increasingly asked to take part in conversations on the future.
Yet at the same time, the advisory referendum was recently abolished in The Netherlands. The British
voted themselves out of the European Union which lead to criticism on citizen involvement. The
Belgium criticaster Van Reybrouck proposed a system of lottery, the so-called slow politics. Finland
is pioneering in e-democracy, spreading online surveys to inform decisions. Whistle-blowers warn us
for untransparent decision-making. And the list of contemporary negotiations on democracy and
involvement goes on....
We are on the brink of a new era in which we are renegotiating our democracy. How are we making
sense of the world together in an age in which we are more and more connected with and dependent
on each other. We are abandoning the traditional socio-religious compartmentalisation and, instead,
we are searching for new means to govern the rapidly changing complex world we live in. This poses
a major challenge of how to govern our society in these times, which we have not encountered since
Machiavelli, Rousseau and Montesquieu.
Civil servants, planners, stakeholders, citizens; we are all searching for new ways of representation,
involvement and commitment. The representative democracy is under threat. After decades of
pioneering, participation is reaching its heyday, being acknowledged and anchored in major policies.
In The Netherlands for example, the new Environment and Planning Act will provide a legal duty to
involve stakeholders in future plans within the domain of spatial planning. Nature preservation
organisations, thematic group, citizens, and so on, should be involved early in the process, it states.
All these various stakeholders take place around the table of the spatial planner, and are asked to
cooperate. Thus planning is not any longer a technocratic deliberation between professionals but is
now preceded by an open process of mediation. The planner does not solely make plans but all who
are affected should have a voice. But can we simply invite all those stakeholders, and their placeframes, around the table for participatory conversations?
''What we have here are different interpretations of the identity of a place, each clearly based on the
different socio-geographical position of the groups which promote them. Moreover, each of these
contesting interpretations depends on the mobilisation of a particular reading of the area's past. And
these conflicting interpretations of the past, serving the legitimate a particular understanding of the
present, are put to use in a battle over what is to come. What are at issue are competing histories
of the present, wielded as arguments over what should be the future.'' (Massey, 1995: 185)
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All these various frames that are now brought into the decision making arena are leaving planners
with few clues as how to embed this ideal into their everyday practice. All the more, because the
new Environment and Planning Act does not give much clearance on the question of how to shape
and embed participation. The other day, I overheard some civil servants: we have to do participation,
I heard from our superior. We have to involve the citizens somehow, he says. But I do not know
how. Participation as ideal is gaining foothold, but participation as practice raises many disputes.
This made me question. On the one hand, we are more and more dependent on the conversations,
yet on the other hand, the ability to perform these conversations seems underdeveloped in
contemporary society, as some scholars argue. What does the participatory shift, or rather the
increase of direct involvement, imply for creating and shaping our everyday surroundings?
More and more participatory conversations take place. Think of Citizen Conferences, G1000s,
Neighbourhood Committees and so on. These conversations to me are the place where we negotiate
meaning, come to understand the world and formulate what to do. Without dispute, we are entering
the spatial dialogue. The underlying question: how are we going to make sense together, in this
case, about our environment?
Hereby, it is more and more proclaimed that everything is relative and constructed, and even that
we all have our own individualistic world. Although I do not disagree with the fundamental thought
behind these statements, I think this assumption often regarded as an excuse to closing the door to
making sense together through conversations. Yet pluriformity ultimately challenges our
conversations! I do believe in the making of shared meaning, of creating a shared experience of
truth: this happens in conversations.
But do these participatory conversations create the momentum for change that we want to see in
the world? Or in other words: how do participatory conversations influence environmental change
processes? What happens in these conversations, and how is change brought about, has not yet
been studied extensively. Therefore this thesis aims to explore beyond the black box of conversations
in participatory planning and design processes, in studying the influence of participatory
conversations on local planning processes.
This thesis is a testimony of the search for these new ways of making sense together through
participatory conversations through literature study, expert interviews and the case of the
Spetterflat, Rotterdam. What kind of conversations take place, and how are these conversations
going? How do these conversations influence upon and change the course of planning processes?
And what about how to approach these conversations as planners and designers? Or in other words:
how are planners and stakeholders going to make sense together in an increasingly empowered
society?
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the theme of participatory conversations in the domain of spatial planning.
Hereto it starts by sharing the surprise that has led to this research; the fascination that directed
research towards studying conversations in participatory planning practices in the first place. Hence
this fascination is placed in its context of increased participation, in the light of the new Environment
and Planning Act. Hereby the relevance of the research is made explicit. These subchapters inform
the problem statement of the research and subsequently inform the challenge at stake. Hence this
will be translated in the general research question that guides this research (see figure 2, below).

Figure 3: The introduction in the context of the research.
1.2

Research surprise

As argued in the prologue, we are witnessing attempts of democratic innovation, and searching for
new ways of making sense together. Participation is evolving from an ideal from the past towards
the everyday reality of spatial planning practice (Boelens and De Roo, 2016). This made me wonder:
how are spatial planners dealing with this contemporary transition we face? The amount of
participatory conversations increases but what happens in these conversations? And how do spatial
planners cater for such dialogues in practice? This must be rather challenging...
As planning originates from more modernist ways of thinking, as linear and centralised process
(Alexander, 1984), the participatory shift provides a major challenge for practitioners in the domain
of spatial planning on how to acknowledge and deal with multiple views and truths. Yet after some
initial conversations with planning practitioners I was surprised by how practitioners responded to
the increased role of participation in their everyday practice. There seems to be a general good-will
of practitioners to try and experiment with participation. I sensed that the spatial planning
practitioners unanimously understood that participation is something that is taking place and cannot
be ignored (Callahan, 2007).
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However, at the same time, I sensed a great uncertainty among spatial planners on how to embed
participation in current ways of working (Callahan, 2007). The notion of participation is gaining more
and more momentum (see WRR, 2012; WRR, 2005; ROB, 2012), however, the planning systems
and everyday views have not yet changed accordingly, was the impression that got hold of me.
Despite these sincere attempts, participation oftentimes does not take place as planned (Glass,
2007), leaving spatial planners somewhat puzzled as how to embrace participation and make it part
of their everyday way of working. This made me question how spatial planning could evolve and
reinvent itself in the light of increased citizen involvement. After initial conversations with spatial
planners at municipalities and planning firms, some statements got hold of me, illustrating the
challenge of participation in spatial planning.
Whatever you do in participation, something will go wrong. That is the difficulty of participation,
despite the effort and preparations, is that either way, you cannot do it good.
We have to do participation, I heard from our superiors. Yes, that it what they suddenly decided. I
do not know how, but we have to involve the citizens somehow...
We do some participation, in order to make the citizens give the feeling they are heard. But in fact,
they know nothing, and there is actually not much that we want to be changed. Participation is about
giving citizens the feeling they have influence without actually changing much.
What about participation? I do not think citizens are able to take part in these decisions, if we have
to be educated for several years. Yes, some parts can be discussed with citizens, giving them clear
options, but we should not disregard our own profession.
These statements illustrate the challenge within the spatial planning profession, as ''planners may
indeed struggle to institute communicative dialogue and discursive democracy in their patch'' (Huxley
and Yiftachel, 2000: 336). Spatial planners are increasingly faced and responsible for participatory
ways of working, as participation is becoming the everyday of reality of spatial planners, posing
challenges on how to deal with this new reality in practice. Then, within this ''participatory reality'',
participants are involved through participatory conversations. Various empowered stakeholders take
place around the table and are asked to negotiate on future environments (Van Woerkum et al.,
2011; Boelens and De Roo, 2016), whereas non-empowered stakeholders are searching for other
means to influence planning processes (Bleijenberg, 2018).
These conversations become the place where various stakeholders negotiate meaning, enforcing
different understanding of how a place was, is and ought-to-be (Massey, 1995) and are prone to
strategic dependencies (Van Assche et al., 2015). Thus, participatory conversations are the core of
participation but not uncontested (Day, 1997). This provided me a new perspective on participatory
conversations in planning processes, and in particular, studying what actually happens in these
conversations in landscape change processes. Better understanding of the conversations that take
place within spatial project could inform practitioners as for how to perform participatory spatial
planning.
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1.3

Participatory conversations

Nowadays, we live in what is called the participative society, and also within spatial planning
participation is becoming common practice (Lovan et al., 2017; Allmendinger, 2009: Hoch, 2002; ).
The participative or postmodern society is often characterised as plural and complex (Hoch, 2002;
Van Woerkum et al., 2011). In spatial planning therefore, the pluriformity of actors involved in
planning processes has increased (Boelens and De Roo, 2016). Hereby, the expert role of the planner
is reduced, the facilitative or coordinate role has increased (Ansell & Gash, 2008). Planners now have
to deal with a whole arena of actors or stakeholders that are increasingly empowered and at the
same time interdependent on shared-decision making (Van Woerkum et al., 2011; Boonstra, 2015).
These stakeholders now take part in participatory conversations in planning processes (Sanders &
Stappers, 2008; Walker, 2007; Carr & Halvorsen, 2001; Manzini & Rizzo, 2011). The notion of planmaking changes from the planner at the drawing table towards how plans and ideas come about
inside and between the minds of people in interaction (Van der Stoep, 2014), whereby the role of
co-creation and user-centred planning and design increases (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).
Participatory conversations can be seen as the means to facilitate participation, whereby participants
can put their ideas, interests and concerns on the table to come to co-created plans (Buur & Larsen,
2010; Innes and Booher, 2004). Thus, the role of participatory conversations increases, altering the
way spatial planning is conducted.

Figure 4: The transformative relationship between planning and society.
If the norms, values and ideas in society change – in this case towards the participative society planning is likely to be affected, and will ultimately change accordingly, and vice versa. Planning and
society are involved in a transformative relationship: planning partly shapes society, but in turn
society shapes the way planning is performed (see Figure 4). Therefore one could question how the
earlier mentioned participatory society impacts on spatial planning. Clearly society has shifted
towards the postmodernist era but planning has not responded irrefutable, leaving planners with few
clues to answer and re-establish itself in this changed context (Beauregard, 1996).
As planning originates from more rationalist and modernist ways of thinking (Alexander, 1984;
Allmendinger, 2009), planning founds itself now struggling to find its position within the non-linear,
dynamic and frequently unpredictable nature of planning in the postmodern era (Boelens and De
Roo, 2016). Hereby planning is often envisioned as ''an ideal of the past that got dashed in the
complex reality of contemporary society'' (Beunen, 2006: 1) whereas society offers serious
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environmental and social challenges whereby spatial planning is indispensable (Beunen, 2006;
Campbell, 2006). Yet, planning is more than the allocation of functions as the process leading to
spatial interventions is of increased importance in in the participatory society (Allmendinger, 2009).
In this increasingly important process, participatory conversations are at the core of the everyday
reality of spatial planners (Buur & Larsen, 2010). The current dominant planning models do not
connect to this reality but are ''outdated'' (Van Woerkum et al., 2011). First, current planning models
presuppose that the situation of intervention can be known, however, the situations are often too
complex and dynamic. Second, rational planning models assume a rational planning centre whereas
in practice, planning is a practical and unpredictable process, in which various actors negotiate in
order to achieve their goals. Third, the classical model assumes certain scientific objectivity or noble
common good whereas in practice the involved actors wield different frames and strategies based on
different values and experiences. As such, Van Woerkum et al. (2011) hint for a different planning
system that does incorporate the pluriformity of frames that is present among stakeholders.
Then, participatory conversations can be seen as a means to incorporate the frames of the various
stakeholders in this plural context (Benford and Snow, 2000; Innes and Booher, 1999). Whereas
there has been attention for this ''communicative turn'' (Healey, 1997) or ''deliberative practices''
(Forester, 2012; Hillier, 2007; Mouffe, 2013) in spatial planning, the participatory conversations itself
have not yet been subject of extensive study. Better understanding of participatory conversations
and their influence on planning processes could inform practitioners as for how to perform spatial
planning. Therefore, studying and understanding participatory conversations could provide spatial
planning with the insights to reconnect to the contemporary participatory society.
1.4

Environment and Planning Act

The trend of participation does not stop here. Participation does not remain ''wishful thinking'' but is
getting more and more formalised in policies. In the Netherlands, the 2021 anticipated Environment
and Planning Act that will provide a legal duty to include and account for certain degrees of
participation. Participation is formulated as an important pillar for future spatial developments.
Hereby, participation is understood as ''the early stage involvement of stakeholders such as citizens,
businesses, social organisations and governing bodies in the process of decision making on a project
or activity'' (I&M, 2017: 1).

Participation is an important pillar in the Planning and Environment Act. Early involvement of ...
will make sure different perspectives, knowledge and creativity are on the table. In this way,
participation will guarantee more understanding and better decisions. This can save time.
Participation is not tailor-made but requires custom made arrangements. Therefore, the Act does
not prescribe how participation should take place.
Source: Information brochure Participation in the Environment and Planning Act, Ministry of
Infrastructure and Environment (I&M).
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The anticipated Environment and Planning Act prescribes a participatory duty to be executed by
decentralised governing bodies, to be approved in 2021. However decentral governing bodies such
as municipalities, can outsource the obligation for participation to others organisations, such as
planning- and design offices, consultancies, environmental foundations, etc. The formal responsibility
for participation is still within the governmental domain yet the execution is often shifted to third
parties. This could imply that, in the end, the decentralising shift towards participation ends up at
the spatial planner. The spatial planner is not necessarily skilled in organising and facilitating
dialogue, providing a challenge in shape and executing the participatory duty in everyday practice.

Where it comes down to the arrangement of participation, the act gives freedom to the responsible
authorities to make their own choices. The location, the type of decision, the environment and
the participants differ every time. Also the moment when participation starts, changes.
Source: Information brochure Participation in the Environment and Planning Act, I&M.
However, the Environment and Planning Act does not give clearance on how to execute participation
in practice. Therefore, the Environment and Planning Act is much more of an intentional law. The
Ministry of I&M provides an open access so-called inspiration guide to help shape participation that
fits with the specific context which is at stake. The rules are anchored in the Omgevingsbesluit. This
implies the presentation of a notification of how the participatory trajectory will look like. Moreover,
it consists of a motivational duty, whereby the authorities explain how stakeholders have been
informed and what has been done with the results. Nonetheless, the Environment and Planning Act
leaves much freedom up to the spatial planner in case: how does that work in practice?
1.5

Problem statement

The above chapters have shown the increased importance of participatory conversations as core of
participation, also within spatial planning. The idea of participation is evolving from an open-ended
ideal for a formal and legal duty that is incorporated in the new Environment and Planning Act.
However, the understanding of what happens in participatory conversations appears limited, and
thus it remains problematic as how to achieve such participatory conversations in practice (Campbell
& Marshall, 2000; Callahan, 2007). In other words, one could argue that spatial planners are facing
the challenge of dealing with participation in everyday practice, but have not yet found the means to
cope with this transition in practice (Beauregard, 1996).
Studying the influence of participatory conversations on planning processes, could provide a way
forward in understanding participation and its implication for the work of spatial planners. Better
understanding of participatory conversations could inform researchers and practitioners as how to
cater for new forms of spatial planning that foster participatory involvement.
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1.6

Relevance

The scientific contribution is in studying what actually happens in conversations in local planning
processes, and providing a descriptive perspective on how the increased participatory conversations
influence planning processes (Campbell & Marshall, 2000; Innes and Booher, 2004). The
participatory conversations at studied at micro-level, focusing on the interactions that take place and
how this influences the planning process.
Although there have been various scholars that haven taken a communicative stance towards
planning (see Habermas, 1996; Healey, 1997; Forester, 2012), research has not yet narrowed down
towards the conversations as main subject of research. Very little is known about the role of citizens
in participatory planning processes (Michels & De Graaf, 2010). This research builds upon earlier
communicative attempts in spatial planning by adding a perspective that centres participatory
conversations as core of participation.
Moreover, the theoretical framework will show that current theoretical debate appears to be stuck in
dichotomisation between prescriptive theories on the influence or change that can be ascribed to
conversations. In that respect, the theoretical framework will introduce the current academic debate
that revolves around conversations and change. The research explores the various sides of this
polemic debate, and places the research findings in this context. In particular, this study aims to
provide an evolutionary perspective as a way forward in the current academic debate.
The societal contribution is in providing an understanding of participatory conversations in spatial
planning processes, that could inform spatial planners and policy makers on how to cater for
participatory conversations. This study aims to provide more insight in the influence of participatory
conversations on planning processes, offering spatial planners the tools to understand and organise
participatory conversations.
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1.6

General research question

The above problem statement has been translated in the following general research question that
guides the continuation of this research:



GRQ: How do participatory conversations influence the course of local planning practices?

Herewith, the research aimed to explore the relation between participatory conversations and the
course or outcome of local planning practices. Or in other words, the relation between conversations
and spatial change. The general research consists of three main concepts: participatory
conversations, change and local planning practices. These concepts will be explored in the theoretical
framework, the subsequent chapter. As such, the theoretical framework will provide the basis for the
formulation of sub research questions (see chapter 2.5).

Figure 5: The three concepts of the general research question.
These research questions will be ''operationalised'' in the research methodology, in order to translate
the research questions to researchable questions.
Hereafter, the first research questions will serve as starting point for the experts interviews and the
second research question as starting point for the single-case study.
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Intermezzo
Conversations create the world.
-Humberto Maturana
Participation. Whenever I hear people talking about participation, it is often spoken about with a
slight tone of distance and vagueness. Yet, at the same time, participation suddenly seems to be
everywhere, giving rise to democratic innovation around the globe. The word ''participatory society''
was even voted word-of-the-year-2013 in the Netherlands, but what it means? Participation. It
almost sounds like a buzzword...
However, we have come to understand participatory conversations as the core of the participatory
challenge, narrowing down the buzzword towards the importance what happens in these
conversations. We all behold different frames, statements on what a place was, is and ought-to-be,
and these various frames are now empowered in participatory conversations. Participatory
conversations provide the space for the articulation and negotiating of the various frames involved.
As such, conversations are negotiations on what we believe is true, valuable or meaningful, whereby
frames are personal hypothesises that are formulated and altered in interaction. Thus, conversations
''create'' the world as we interpret and understand it to be.
But will the conversations allow us to create a world together, in which all the various participants
can recognise themselves? Participation is about how ''we'' create a world in which we can live
together. Maybe a better understanding of conversations is the key that will enable us to be good
collocutors and create the change that we want to see in the world. Or am I ascribing too much
influence to these conversations? Maybe we should start with exploring the current theoretical
debates revolve around the topic of participatory conversations and change, in order to explore the
theoretical understanding of the influence of conversations on local planning processes.
That seems like a good start.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Framework
2.1

Introduction

The theoretical framework uses the problem statement and general research question as starting
point. Hence it explores relevant theories on the relation between spatial planning and change, and
how change is negotiated and shaped through conversations. The aim of the theoretical framework
is to gain an understanding of the current theoretical debates on conversations, change and spatial
planning. Therefore, the theoretical framework consists of three parts: the dynamics of
conversations, conversations and change, and framing within conversations, that will be
chronologically reviewed hereafter. Herewith the theories inform a set of research questions that will
provide the starting point for the subsequent chapter on expert interviews.

Figure 6: The theoretical framework in the context of the research.
2.2

Participatory conversations

The central questions as posed at the end of the introduction revolves around how participatory
conversations influence the course of local planning processes. These conversations take place in the
context of multiple empowered stakeholders that are now having conversations with each other in
planning processes, as participatory conversations are at the core of the everyday reality of spatial
planners (Buur & Larsen, 2010). Therefore, the first subchapter dives into the notion of conversations
and explores the structure and dynamics of conversations in current theoretical conceptualisations.
The verb ''to converse'', comes from the Latin word con verses, which means ''turning together''
(Isaacs, 1999). It implies certain rules for conversing: each collocutor speaks in turns, and when you
begin to talk to someone, you listen to the other. But how the conversation develops, depends on
several factors which steer the course of the conversations, as will be discussed in this subchapter.
When one or multiple people start to talk to each other, they start a conversation. To converse means
to turn together. In essence people take turns speaking. Yet whilst listening and participating, the
participants process the information in different ways. Participants are triggered in various ways,
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based on their own cognitive framework. In that sense we are all differently sensitive to information
we face. As such, participants select and process information, which Isaacs (1999) terms as
deliberation. Deliberation means to weigh out.
In studying conversations, Isaacs (1999), a behavioural and social psychology scholar, describes the
dynamics of conversations through certain development pathways. Conversation pathways can be
understood as possible routes over which a conversation might develop over time. As such, the
conversation develops through different modes of conversing. The course of the conversation is
determined by certain fundamental choice points, either unconscious or conscious.

Figure 7: Conversation pathways. Source: Isaacs, 1999, pg. 41.
Isaacs (1999) identifies the first fundamental choice point, between suspending and defending. In
the case of suspending, one is able to suspend what he or she is thinking and postpones judgement
but stays open and tolerant for what the sender has to say. In the case of defending, one will defend
his or her statement with the assumption it is right. Although it is termed as choice point, Isaacs
(1999) denotes that this happens unconsciously. And more than we think, we turn towards defending
our point of view. It requires awareness, patience and practice to be able to suspend judgements
and instead optimise your focus on understanding what the sender has brought about.
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Then, there are two main routes: one leading to degrees of dialogue, and one leading to discussion
and debate. After suspending, participants can enter the mode of reflective dialogue, ''where you
become willing to think about the rules underlying what you do, the reasons for your thoughts and
actions'' (Isaacs, 1999: 38). Scharmer (1999), also in the field of behavioural- and social psychology,
describes this phase as ''inquiry'' on your own ways of thinking. Herewith we start to uncover our
own assumptions, values and mechanisms of thinking. Or, as Isaacs puts it, ''we begin to reflect on
what we have been doing but not noticing'' (Isaacs, 1999: 38). Reaching this phase is already very
challenging as it requires both suspending and critical reflection. Yet, this phase is at the core of
what the conversation is actually about (Kessels, 2006), as it moves beyond right or wrong but
questions the ''why'' behind our initial thoughts. Therefore this is called reflective dialogue.
Reflective dialogue may evolve into generative dialogue, whereby people's own inquiries and
reflections are shared and may give space for the generation or reframing towards something new.
Within generative dialogue, participants let go of their positions and views, and become open for
something new (Isaacs, 1999). Participants follow the flow of the conversations, hence the associated
metaphors of flow or synergy (Isaacs, 1999; Scharmer, 1999). In generative dialogue, ''we begin to
create entirely new possibilities and create new levels of interaction'' (Isaacs, 1999: 38).
Bohm (2004) links generative dialogue to his idea of ''the implicate order'', the idea that underlying
physical universe is a sea of energy that unfolds into the visible, explicate world we see around us.
This theory presumes that everything is already out there, but we do not yet see it: we need to
uncover it through language. Then, participatory conversations can be seen as a means to
incorporate the frames of the various stakeholders in this plural context (Benford and Snow, 2000;
Innes and Booher, 1999).
The other route, that started with defending, does not suspend thoughts but sustain thoughts that
are already there. Isaacs (1999) identifies a second choice point, whereby we choose whether we
are willing to start reasoning together and might find out whether we are right or wrong, or whether
we fiercely believe we are right and only aim to win the discussion.
In the first case, defending turns towards analytic reasoning and the participants enter the mode of
skilful conversations. Hereby we make our reasoning explicit and often rational and try to convince
the other that our conceptualisation is most likely. The aim is to convince the other whereby the
participants are open to the possibility that the shared reasoning might prove their claims as being
wrong. The quality of listening is already less in skilful conversations.
In the second case, defending turns towards trying everything to win the discussion, and the
conversations enters the mode of controlled or unproductive discussion. Although discussion can be
a fruitful means of exchange, Isaacs (1999) warns for its danger of ''closure and completion'', as it
provokes either/or-thinking instead of seeking for a broader understanding of what is actually at
stake. Therefore, controlled or unproductive discussion often evolves into debate, whereby ''people
do not simply raise different views, they try to overcome others with their views''.
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Another conceptualisation is presented in Theory-U (Scharmer, 1999; Scharmer, 2007), introducing
the conversational quadrant as depicted in the figure below. Thus conversations are not stable but
can develop over time under certain circumstances (Isaacs, 1999). Hereby, Scharmer (1999)
distinguishes between four modes of conversations: politeness, friction, inquiry and flow. These can
be understood as four types of conversations: conversation, discussion or debate, reflective dialogue
and generative dialogue. Then, the arrow indicates the normative strive within conversations: one
should aim to reach reflexive and generative dialogue. The momentum for change, then, is to be
understood to be the highest in reflective and generative dialogue.

Figure 8: The conversations quadrant. Based on Isaacs, 1999 and Scharmer, 1999.
However, in practice, conversations do not evolve solely linear and chronological but rather nonlinear and unpredictable (Aarts, 2015). Conversations can be understood as a search process, aiming
to come to understand oneself and the other in attempt to come to something shared. Searching
implies going back and forth, making conversations rather non-linear. It requires the outmost focus
and attention from every attendant to be able to reach modes of dialogue (Bohm, 2004), which is
often hard to establish in practice (Kessels, 2006). Even more, the modes of conversations do not
develop over clear-cut choice points or tipping points but rather evolves slowly into each other.
Dialogue
In aiming for reflective or generative dialogue, Kessels prescribes five preconditions that create the
circumstances that allow for dialogue: meeting design, free-space, suspending, responsibility and
poetic argumentation (Kessels, 2002; Kessels, 2006). These preconditions are rooted in the Socratic
philosophy of establishing dialogue.
The first criterion is in the setting of the conversation. Kessels (2018) stresses the set-up of the
conversation as important basis for whether dialogue can come about. Dialogue requires a maximum
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of 7 to 10 participants which have time and are equal conversation partners. In dialogue, all
participants to the conversation are equally important. Second, Kessels emphasizes the creation of
so-called ''free-space'', literally to step out of your daily routines and patterns and create space to
be able to think free and honest (Kessels, 2002). ''Space to take a step back, out of the fuss of
everyday life, out of the continuous flow of things that require your attention. Free space is time to
think, to rethink what it is actually all about, to determine what is at stake, or what are the thought
that initiated the start of thinking.'' (Kessels, 2006: 12).
The third criterion is that free-space also implies suspending (Isaacs, 1999a; Isaacs, 1999b), which
Kessels specifies in the suspending of judgement, interests and decisions. In order to reach dialogue,
one should suspend the judgements we are naturally inclined to, but create space for other thoughts
to take space and be able to be in the middle of the conversation to be studied, e.g. suspending your
assumed certainties (Isaacs, 1999b). Judgement and interest could inform individual and strategic
thinking instead of open and genuine thinking that is required for dialogue.
Moreover, Kessels argues that conversations in the public domain are often aimed at ''solving''
problems by making decisions (Broers, 2018). Yet dialogue is about avoiding the inclination to fast
solutions but takes the Socrates' detour, implying that the eventual wisdom will ''light up and become
clear'' after understanding the polemic and complexity of what is at stake. In order to reach these
state of insight, one should suspend thoughts as to be able to put them in the middle of conversation
to be able to study them.
Fourth, Kessels (2006) denotes the criterion that, within free-space, one is willing to actually
investigate oneself critically and gives amenability on what is being said. It is about ''speaking your
true voice and encouraging others to do the same'' (Isaacs, 1999b: 4). Hereby, Kessels (2006)
introduces the concept of ''conversational responsibility'', which means a participant to a conversation
is committed to listen critically, investigate oneself, speaks from the heart and puts effort in the
formulation of what is to be conveyed. Herewith Kessels implies that, for a dialogue to work, one
should be thinking and talking close to oneself and what the issue-at-stake does to you. In fact, it is
an invitation to think beyond abstractions or general notions but force yourself into self-inquiry, as
Scharmer identifies as threshold towards ''reflexive dialogue'' (Scharmer, 1998).
Fifth, and foremost, Kessels (2006) introduces the experience of ''poetic argumentation''. Often, we
are inclined to approach issues-at-stake in conversations from a rational perspective. However, in
the view of Kessels, dialogue is an approach to reach beyond rationalism, and search for that heat
point where ratio and sense come together. Kessels (2006) denotes a gap between thinking and
acting which he explains through the assumption that too often, we do not act on the shared interplay
of our minds ánd heart. The poetic argument, referring to the ''generative dialogue'' (Scharmer,
1998) is the point that really matters to you, something that touches you, that truly matters and is
at heart of the beholder. Yet, one has to critically examine to what extent this poetic argument is
real and revealing or whether it is an disguise.
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If these preconditions are met, conversations can develop from simple conversations to discussion
or debates, reflexive dialogue and eventually generative dialogue (Kessels, 2006; Isaacs, 1999). It
is in reflexive dialogue that participants reflect and become aware of their own position next to
others. In generative dialogue these reflections are translated into new possibilities and insights,
thus providing the basis for the co-creation of something new that changes current ways of thinking.
Thus, the degree of change increases during the development of conversations towards generative
dialogue. From a theoretical perspective, we could argue that change in conversations can be
understood as the change of perspective, which takes increasingly place in generative dialogue.
2.3

Change and conversations

Up to this point, we have revisited the foremost conceptualisations of conversations and explored
where in these conversations change might take place. As we have seen, it is argued that the degree
of change increases towards reflective and generative dialogue, implying spatial planners should
strive for these conversations in participatory practices. Nonetheless, this poses questions on the
relation between conversations and change. The following section explores the theoretical debate on
the extent of changeability in conversation interactions. Herewith, the research introduces a
distinction between two kind of theories that adopt a different epistemological understanding of
change in conversations: the Optimists and the Realists. The Optimists take a Habermasian stance
towards conversations, whereas the Realists opt for a more Foucauldian and Luhmannian
perspective.
The Optimists
Several scholars have tried to apply communicative approaches to spatial planning (Habermas, 1996;
Healey, 1997; Healey, 1998; Dryzek, 1993; Forester, 1993; Innes and Booher, 2003). Healey termed
this shift ''the communicative turn in planning theory'', which still finds compliance in everyday
practice, although the dominance of this turn should not be overstated (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000).
The scholars of the communicative turn have applied communicative theories to explore a
communicative ways of spatial planning, to foster the ideal of shared and inclusive decision-making
(Allmendinger, 2009).
Already Jacobs (1961) and Arnstein (1969) were pioneering for a more human, bottom-up and
communicative approach to governing spatial change. In that respect, these scholars break away
from modernist technocratic approaches towards spatial planning that had their heydays from the
60s till the 90s, and instead, opt for models of collaborative planning and consensus-building
(Sandercock, 2010; Innes, 1995).
Amongst these scholars, the philosopher and sociologist Habermas can be seen as foundational
father, due to its extensive collaborations for the underlying epistemological foundations that
legitimated the communicative turn. Habermas introduced the concept of ''deliberative democracy''
whereby citizens are involved in decision-making based on the supposed best argument, in which
the resulting public discourses should serve as the legitimate basis for legal discourses (Buizer & Van
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Herzele, 2012). Habermas, however, has been criticised for his normative approach that presupposes
a power-free speech, ''hampering the understanding of how power shapes planning'' (Flyvbjerg and
Richardson, 2002:44).
Healey forwards her notion on collaborative planning, in what she terms ''fragmented societies''.
Fragmented societies can be understood as pluriform societies that are now participating in the
domain of spatial planning, as we have seen in the introduction. Healey provides an institutionalist,
communicative approach focusing on ways of collaborative, consensus-building practices. Herewith,
Healey argues for a shared power-world and the normative position to give voice to all stakeholders
equally. Planning, according to Healey, can be defined as ''managing our co-existence in shared
space'' (Healey, 1997:3). Herewith, the planner becomes ''subject to the hope for effective
community regulation'' (Healey, 1997: 3), implying a broader societal role for spatial planners.
Sandercock (2010) adopts Healey's principle of ''managing our co-existence in shared space'', and
opts for what she calls a therapeutic approach, ''a dialogical approach which brings antagonistic
parties together to talk through their concerns'' (Sandercock, 2010: 23). As such, Sandercock
emphasises the role of dialogue in spatial planning in our complex plural society. Traditional scholars
such as Rawls and Habermas opt for consensus overlapping (Rawls, 1967) as a means to bridge
between the ''co-existence'' of different frames (Healey, 1997). Already in the 1980s Susskind &
Cruikshank provided consensual strategies for resolving public disputes (Susskind & Cruikshank,
1987), criticising traditional approaches to conflict such as compromise and election, and instead,
opt for public negotiation.
Whereas these scholars used the plurality as starting point for convergence towards consensus, and
have been criticised for their Utopianism, there is an undercurrent of scholars that opt for an agonistic
approach (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000; Forester, 2012a; Mouffe, 2013). Huxley and Yiftachel (2000)
take a more critical stance to strengthen the polemic of the debate, provide six contesting
propositions (see Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000; Yiftachel and Huxley, 2000). The ''communicative turn''
does not only reflect a normative worldview but also reveals the tendency within planning to write
on ''universal truth'' (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000: 336). Moreover, this universalist worldview is also
merely produced by Anglo-American scholars, whereas one could even doubt the existence of
''planning theory'' (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000: 338).
Moreover, the attempts to theorise the communicative turn have neglected ''explanations of why
things are as they are'' (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000:337), and instead, focus on "the largely
programmatic idea of how things should be" (Williams, 1983: 317 in Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000). As
such, the current literature strongly focuses on consensus as desirable outcome, reasoning from the
end, neglecting the antagonism that exists (Mouffe, 2013). Mouffe wides the scope of conversations,
arguing that there are more outcomes next to consensus, arguing that the appraisal of seemingly
intractable differences could lead to better differences (Mouffe, 2013). The danger of consensus is in
opting prudent and careful solutions that are at hand, whereas going through differences – in
dialogue – could lead to better solutions.
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Along the same line, Forester emphasises the ''danger of reducing conflicts to debates, presuming
that conflicts are arguments over what parties say they are about, instead of involving the complex
and multiple relationships always in flux between parties'' (Forester, 2012b: 6; Van Lieshout et al.,
2006). Yet planners should be open to ''to creative and inventive processes of search and
brainstorming, play and thinking outside the box, humour and irony that take ambiguity as
generative not paralyzing, probing and reframing options rather than presuming relatively
uninformed problem definitions'' (Forester, 2012b: 4). As such, Forester already provides a more
critical stance than Habermas in his work on deliberative planning (Forester, 2012a), which is also
shared in the later work of Healey (see Healey, 2003; Healey, 1997).
Whereas the above scholars criticise the Habermasian ''consensus approach'' for circumventing
disagreement, Özdemir & Tasan-Kok (2017) provide a counter stance, stating ''planners could
facilitate consensus through accommodative roles that address disagreement by taking an adaptive,
proactive and more human stance'' (Özdemir & Tasan-Kok, 2017: 1). It is argued that the current
planning systems provide enough space for effective voicing of disagreement, not necessarily
restrained to the formal process (Kim and Kim, 2008). Then, planning can be used as an ''instrument''
in the dynamic and sensitive process towards participatory decision-making, making a distinction
between facilitating dialogue, moderating debate and mediating negotiation (Forester, 2012b).
Forester (2012b) takes the plural starting point, and the disappearance of absolute truth, as an
appreciation of multiple forms of knowledge that all originate from different socio-economical
perspectives in deliberative planning. Following Wals (2007), Forester denotes the role of social
learning, arguing that ''deliberative planning might move us away from deconstructive constructivism
towards reconstructive imagination'' (Forester, 2012b: 6). Herewith, Forester (2012b) stresses the
need for an equal focus on process and outcome of planning practices as they mutually reinforce and
depend on each other. Whereas modernist where too much concerned with outcomes and overlooked
the human dimensions, Forester argues that the postmodernists are in danger of drowning in process
without clear outcomes (Forester, 2012). Rigidity should be prevented: responsiveness to diversity
and complexity is at the core of planning (Van Assche et al., 2015).
Although the approaches differ in their elaboration, these scholars share common ground in their
epistemological understanding of the nature of communication. Habermas articulates this as
''communicative rationality'', the belief that communication can lead to establishing rationality
through communication (Habermas, 1996). Habermas accepts the existence of a complex mix of
cultures and discourses, though argues that there are ways in which people can make sense together
(Habermas, 1996). Or as Forester (2012b) puts is, deliberative planning is challenged to come up
with some sort of constructive decision-making with attention for what possibilities bind us among
postmodernist diversity rather than what divides us.
The communicative turn, however, is in itself not completely new but rather revised and increasing
in momentum as society is more and more understood from a pluriform perspective and abandoning
its modernist tendencies (Sandercock, 2010). The communicative turn, and in particular ''the need
for dialogue'', refers back to ancient Greek methods for governance and decision making. The
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Socratic dialogue is having its revival in the work of modern philosophers such as Kessels (see
Kessels, 2002; Kessels, 2006). Kessels pleas for increased capacity to cater for public dialogue.
Hereby, the main challenge for conversations to come to potential change is in suspending
judgements, interests and decisions (Kessels, 2006).
The above scholars argue that it is possible to establish an experience truth in interaction (Kim and
Kim, 2008; Kessels, 2006), even though power is always in play (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000;
Sandercock, 2010). Hereto Bohm (2004) argues for a different kind of consciousness, referred to as
participatory consciousness, the consciousness that arises through shared sense-making in
participatory processes. Increasingly it is argued that change is made in everyday conversations, as
they shape how people perceive the world and what actions to take (Aarts, 2006; Ford, 1999; Kim
and Kim, 2008).
Thus, conversations are understood as the vehicle through which change is negotiated and catalysed,
thus conversations as the fundament of change. Hereby conversations ''establish the context in which
people act and thereby set the stage for what will and will not be done'' (Berquist, 1993 and Schrage,
1989 in Ford, 1999: 485). It is through every day talk that people shape their ''second-order realities''
(Fuchs, 2001). The physical substrate of place, the first order reality, is complemented by mental
perceptions of place, the second order reality (Fuchs, 2001). Through conversations people ''come
to understand what their own interests are, what others want, and what fits the common good'' (Kim
and Kim, 2008: 54).
Therefore, these scholars can be understood as ''The Optimists'', represented by Habermas, Healy
and Socrates. However, the optimists can be critiqued on the normative nature of their work,
prescribing what is to be understood as ''good'' and how conversations ought-to-be (Huxley and
Yiftachel, 2000). The danger is the possibility to adhere too much to these theories, and even see
them in practice, and label everything else as wrong (Flyvbjerg, 1998; Flyvbjerg and Richardson,
2002). This enforces a normative distinction between the optimists and the Realists, whereby the
optimists hold the position that, from a normative perspective, everyone agrees upon, and more
critical theories are regarded as ''bad guys''. The danger is in observing the world from this
distinction. While many scholars agree with the notion of participation in decision-making as principle,
there can be various ways to achieve this ideal in practice, giving rise to a different debate (Callahan,
2007).
The Realists
On the other end of the theoretical debate, we find the Realists, as I refer to them. The Realists share
common ground in their critique on the optimists for their normative and power-neglecting theories
(Allmendinger, 2002). From a Foucauldian perspective, one could argue that the optimists
presuppose an Utopian world, whereby, if we learn to have dialogue, conversations lead to change.
The Realists take a more critical stance towards the extent conversations can lead to change, focusing
on ''what actually happens'' instead of ''what should be done'' (Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2002:44).
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Already in the 16th century, it was Machiavelli that first denoted and articulated the role of power in
governance. In his work The Prince he argues the inevitable role of power, and moreover, how to
use power in governing cities, states and more. Herewith, Machiavelli was amongst the first who
acknowledged the role of power in decision-making, and argued for a understanding of the use of
power, rather than considering ''power'' as necessarily negative from a normative perspective (Clegg,
1989).
The late 20th Century philosopher Foucault continued on the same line, presenting an historical
analysis that acknowledges various forms of knowledge that can never be seen apart from power.
From a Foucauldian perspective, Habermas has been criticised for ignoring power-relations in
communication (Arts and Buizer, 2009). Communicative rationality can be seen as an interesting
normative assumption, but rather idealistic or unrealistic, since knowledge and rationality always
exist in a power related context (Foucault, 1994).
Foucault provides a new lens for studying the world, given the circumstances that everything is
somehow related to power or can be seen as an expression of power. For example, putting a problem
on the agenda is already power related, and how the ''problem'' is framed, already implies certain
''solutions'', and so on. This implies that conversations are always bound by power-relations that
influence the course of the process. Foucault states that every statement is an expression of power,
or non-power, that resonates with the network of power that is in play.
Therefore, Foucault disagrees with the possibility that there is such a thing as the Habermasian
notion of ''power-free speech''. Moreover, this provides a footnote to what extent ''communicative
rationality'' can be seen as consensus of conversation, or whether it is merely a reflection of the
power-relations. Even participants are influenced by these, often hidden, relations and forces. Who
is involved and who is not? What is often seen as consensus (or communicative rationality) is often
not any real consensus, but a temporary power relation (Van Assche et al., 2016).
This enforces what is nowadays understood as the ''post-truth society'' (Higgins, 2016), whereby the
distinction between truth and untruth is tied to power, e.g. the one who has interests in presenting
something as truth or untruth. Whereas Habermasian scholars believe that some form of objectivity
can be achieved through communicative rationality, Foucauldian postmodernists state that no
objectivity exists at all (Habermas, 1996; Beeckmann, 2006). As such, constructivism and power
together lead to what is understood as post-structuralism.
These constructions of reality are organised in so-called discourses: a set of coherent views and ideas
that relate through power (Sharp and Richardson, 2001). A discourse is not a collection individual
thoughts but exists outside of us. Not every statement has to be compatible with another statement
in the discourse, which are not always internally logical (Duineveld & Van Assche, 201 ). Discourse
can be understood as discursive reproduction plus power (Van Assche et all., 2014b). Without
discursive reproduction, the discourse does not evolve over time and eventually disappears.
However, this discourse can be reinforced again. As such, sudden new discursive reproduction
triggers the discourse and hence perpetuates and strengthens the discourse.
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Having said this, conversations can be understood as a form of discursive production. Herewith the
critique from Foucault is that a conversation takes places between people that originate from different
backgrounds. What has been said or decided in the conversation can make sense at that moment,
but can be translated and interpreted very different by each of the beholders. In that sense,
conversations can give rise to temporary fictions.
Van Assche et al. (2014) indicate certain path-, inter- and goal dependencies that affect the
communications between, for example, spatial planners and participants. Path dependencies are
understood as present-day actions that are the consequence of past agreements, events, and so on.
Inter dependencies are dependencies that are in play between actors, for example, routines and
expectations. And lastly, goal dependencies are dependencies because of strategic goals, anticipated
events or interest. The latter can also be understood as future dependencies, as the potential future
interaction influences our present-day actions (De Vries, 2014).
These ''settings'' are continuously being reinforced and kept alive through discursive reproduction
and power (Foucault, 1994). Thus, the relations are so much rooted in an historically developed
knowledge-power relation that even if some consensus or agreement may be reached, this does not
imply one-on-one change (Van Assche et al., 2015). This relates to ''impossibilities of
communication'' as described by sociologist Luhmann (Luhmann, 1981). Luhmann and Habermas
were each other's antagonists that frequently debated over the nature of communication, each
representing a different epistemological understanding. Herewith, Luhmann indicates the following
three observations that limit the probability of communication and thus the change that can be
ascribed to conversations (Luhmann, 1981).
The first improbability is in the different context each person in the communication beholds. Luhmann
states that meaning can only be understood in context, and that this context is different for each
individual. This implies that we all process information in different ways. This implies that every
message conveyed is confronted with a different receiving context and thus different interpretation
and meaning.
The second improbability is in the range of communication. Luhmann states that it is improbable that
a communication reaches more person than present in the conversation itself. Together, in the
conversations, the collocutors create a discourse, which makes sense in that context of space and
time. This communication is something between the collocutors and is improbable to be transferred
to persons that were not present, e.g. that would imply the creation of a new discourse. Thus,
communication is very much bound to space and time limits.
The third improbability is in the extent of success. Luhmann states that, even ''if a communication is
understood, there can be no assurance of it being accepted''. Success, then, is to be understood as
the influence or impact of the message that is conveyed, or more specific, to what extent it changes
context of the recipient. Or in others words: to what extent the communication is able to change the
default mode of the recipient, as described in the first improbability.
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This informs the notion that what is communicated in a certain communication will never be one-toone adopted and translated in what Luhmann calls original ''systems'', the participants of the
communication and their networks. Then, these systems can be understood rigid discourses,
including normativity and performativity, which is captured and institutionalised through discursive
reproduction in language, texts and customs. Thus, change, from this critical perspective, occurs
rather incrementally and gradually. Change is the long-term process whereby resonation gradually
alters the larger systems instead of direct and clearly observable transitions.
Therefore, these scholars can be understood as ''The Realists'', represented by Machiavelli, Foucault
and Luhmann. The Realists take a more critical stance towards the extent of change within
communications, however, do not necessarily disagree on a normative level. Yet, whereby the
optimists are criticized for ignoring the power relations involved in communication, the Realists take
these power relations as epistemological basis. Thus, instead of a normative starting point, the
Realists take a more descriptive starting point, very much trying to observe what-is instead of what
ought-to-be (Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2002). In that sense, ''research needs to demonstrate the
specific effects of planning practices rather than starting from theoretical normative assumptions
about the ends of those practices'' (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000: 337).
It is important to note that, whereas Foucauldian poststructuralists state that no objectivity exists at
all, reformed modernists believe that some form of objectivity can be achieved through
communicative rationality (Habermas, 1996; Beeckmann, 2006). Although the optimists accept the
co-existence of multiple frames, there is an shared belief in consensus overlapping (Rawls, 1967).
Thus, the truth can be defined as shared agreement on what is understood as the truth within the
context of multiple frames that are empowered or not. At the same time, the Realists note that who's
frames are empowered relates to power, and moreover, that this overlapping consensus is still
subjectively interpreted by each beholder.
Having explored both the optimists and the Realists, we touched upon the current debates on change
through conversations. This traditional debate seemed caught in its own dichotomisation. Besides
we have seen that the current literature on conversations and change is rather prescriptive instead
of descriptive, although the Realists are trying to provide a way forward in studying what happens
in conversations itself. Although there has been increased attention for communication in spatial
planning for several decades, these theories have not focused on the participatory conversations as
core for analysis. This raised the question of studying what actually happens in conversations, and
the influence of citizens on planning processes (Michels & De Graaf, 2010). In order to study
conversations and change, the influence on the process, we need framing theory as a means for
studying change and conversations in practice.
2.4

Conversations and framing

Up to this point, we have explored the relation between changeability and conversations. In exploring
the width of the debate we have identified the two sides: the optimists, who take an optimist stance
towards the capacity of conversations to bring about change, and the Realists, who take a more
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critical stance towards the extent to which conversations lead to change. Now, we take a closer look
on what happens in conversations itself. Therefore, this research uses framing theory, and in
particular, interactional framing. Interactional framing theory describes how people negotiate
meaning in interaction.
Within conversations, what we converse is always a frame on reality, a particular take on the world
that suits our unique cognitive mental model. Although not always consciously, but nevertheless
actively, people construct specific frames in conversations (Entman, 1993). Then, framing is to,
either consciously or unconsciously, prime or select certain information in conversations in the
context and nuance that suits best to what you belief or want to achieve. Thus framing is a matter
of carving out your perception of the world; what one believes is to be true, meaningful and salient.
Or as Bruner puts it, ''world-making is the principle function of the mind'' (Bruner, 2004: 691).
As such, framing can be understood as a Tetris-model: although we are faced with the same piece
of information in a certain communication, we process this information in a different way, that ''fits''
and ''adjusts'' our cognitive understanding of the world. Hereby, framing ''translates'' the world we
all face into second-order realities we believe to be. This causes that we are not primed at certain
pieces of information because it does not resonate or fit with our structures, and at the same time,
we are easily triggered by certain information that fits or connects with our system. This enforces
the process that is understood as autopoiesis or self-referentiality (Kahnemann, 2001).

Figure 10: Tetris-model for framing.
Framing can be understood as the selective interpretation of the beholder. As such, framing gives
rise to a pluriformity of interpretations of what the world is like, which are now actively participating
in the planning- and design arena. It could be argued, that when we face a situation, we first make
up our own initial frame of what is at stake, and thereafter explore this credibility of this frame in
conversations, which are interactions with other frames (Aarts and Van Woerkum, 2006). This first
process relates to the cognitive process and the ways frames are available in our minds. The second
process relates to the interaction approach that revolves around frame formation and alteration in
conversations, hence the approach of this research. This research opts for an interactional approach
over a cognitive approach (Dewulf et al., 2009).
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As such, conversations can be understood as inquiries to what we define as truth or wisdom and
serve as guidance for our actions (Kessels, 2006). However, as argued before, reality or truth does
not exist: through interaction we aim to achieve a temporal formation of what is understood to be
truth (Habermas, 1998). The process of framing takes place through language, as ''language forms
the building blocks for our understanding of the world'' (Gudé, 2015: 51). Gudé states, that ''through
language we aim to create a continuity that does not exist in the world'' (Gudé, 2015: 52). Framing
then, can be understood as the search for the right articulation of how we see and understand the
world. Hence, this defines conversations as shared inquiries to find and formulate the right language
for what matters to us and make this, in all its nuance, transferable to others that take part in the
communication. Or, as Multatuli states, ''the virtue of every human being is in the difficulty to find
the language as pure reflection of one's intentions'' (Multatuli, in Gudé, 2015: 59).
However, in terms of studying what happens in conversations, it becomes interesting how this
process of frame formation through the use language in interaction takes place. Framing occurs both
consciously and unconsciously, but the selection process of what frame to believe and put across is
also part of strategic communication (Entman, 1993; Frake, 1977). Then, ''to frame is to select some
aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such a way
as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or
treatment recommendation for the item described'' (Entman, 1993: 52).
Thus, frames are based on the personal background and position of the beholder, which ''activates''
a certain understanding or interpretation of the world that fits within his or her cognitive- and
strategic framework (Massey, 1995; Aarts and Van Woerkum, 2006). ''Out of innumerable possible
descriptions in our conversations, we choose specific descriptions of reality in order to accomplish
goals through interaction in a specific context'' (Aarts & Van Woerkum, 2006: 230).
The central question as posed in the introduction is how do participatory conversations influence the
course of local planning practices? Or in other words, how to arrive at change within this context of
multiple place-frames that might conflict with each other. Up to this point, we have seen that change
can be understood as ''change in perspectives''. Hereby, it is important to denote that frames are
not static but are changing over time (Benford and Snow, 2000). A total harmony of frames, however,
will never be achieved (Foucault, 1999). And this would also be unwanted in a democratic state of
free-speech. Nonetheless, we can strive for consensus overlapping (Rawls, 1987); bringing frames
together in searching common ground as to come to plans (Forester, 2012).
Thus, it is through conversations that we construct reality, yet these conversations are also the
product of that construction: conversations become reality (Berquist, 1993 in Ford, 1999). Therefore
planning can be seen as the process whereby second-order realities are negotiated through discourse
as communication, as we have seen in the previous chapter. It accepts the existence of multiple
place-frames, often strategy-based and power-related, but searches for common ground – e.g.
momentum for change – by its belief in communicative rationality. It disregards instrumental
rationality; instruments do not make the truth, people do. ''If you want to change the way people
think, change the way people talk'' (Bate, 2004: 37).
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Typology of frames
There are multiple conceptualisations of framing and the subsequent typologies (De Vreese, 2005).
This research follows the distinction as proposed by Gray (2003) because of its interactional
perspective. Gray (2003) distinguishes between four types of frames that appear in conversations:
problem frames, identity frames, characterisation frames and power frames.
First, problem frames refer to the framing of what is at stake, the issue around which the conversation
revolves. Problem frames are about ''what''. Hence, what is framed as ''the problem'' also defines
what causes and solutions are considered as possible. Second, identity frames are framings of oneself
in relation to what is at stake. Identity frames are about the ''Self'', or ''one's own identity in relation
to the problem'' (Aarts et al., 2011: 236). Hence, it explores the personal stance in what is at stake.
Indirectly, identity frames express information the self, the other and the relation.
Third, characterisation frames collect framings on the other person(s). Characterisation frames are
about ''the Other'', and more specific, how the other is perceived by the beholder of the frame. For
example, one could be termed as unreasonable, decent, rude, and so on. Characterisation frames
can be seen as the collection of thoughts on the Other, and indirectly, the degree of trust in the
Other as collocutor. Moreover, characterisation frames inform how the Other relate to what is at
stake.
Fourth, power frames are ''statements of the ability to influence the situation, both one's own and
others' ability'' (Aarts et al., 2011: 236). Power frames are about ''power'', the extent to which the
Self or the Other can change the course of the What. It informs us about the responsibility to change,
and hereby, uncovers the power-relations that are in play in the interaction.
Although Gray (2003) presents the frames as four distinctive categories, there can be some overlap.
For example, a problem frame could indirectly also state who is responsible for a problem, which
would be called a problem frame. Next, statement on oneself, identity frames, could also indirectly
frame the other, thus imply a characterisation frame.
Moreover, in the context of conversations in a spatial context, one could argue for a fifth frame to
be included: the place-frame (Massey, 1995). Place-frames can be understood as the aggregate
understanding of place through statements on what a place was, is and should-be (Massey, 1995)
This consists of understandings of the past, present and future of a place, informing a frame on what
the place is like and ought-to-be (Massey, 1995). We appraise the environment in different ways,
based on our different socio-geographical position, leading to different ''mental places''. The various
interpretations on mental places or place frames are now brought into the planning- and design
process, in which they are expressed, investigated and negotiated.
What we have here are [two] different interpretations of the identity of a place, each clearly based
on the different socio-geographical position of the groups which promote them. Moreover, each of
these contesting interpretations depends on the mobilisation of a particular reading of the area's past
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[...] And these conflicting interpretations of the past, serving the legitimate a particular
understanding of the present, are put to use in a battle over what is to come. What are at issue are
competing histories of the present, wielded as arguments over what should be the future. (Massey,
1995: 185)
Due to the increased numbers of actors that are now involved in the planning and design arena, the
meaning of places becomes more plural as well. The various actors have multiple interpretations of
a place its past, present and thus future, based on their background and socio-economic position,
''which are put to use in the debate over what is to come'' (Massey, 1995: 185). The physical
substrate of place, the first order reality, is complemented by mental perceptions of place, the second
order reality (Fuchs, 2001). This is called critical realism, which presupposes some sort of common
world we observe, yet people perceive it differently (Bhaskar, 1998).
Thus ''the'' place does not exist; it is a constellation or assemblage of multiple place frames, each
based on its beholder, which co-exist (Anderson and McFarlane, 2011) and are strategically
performed (Massey, 1995). Then, a place can be seen as a collection of (overlapping) place-frames.
Within the participative society, these various place-frames, which always exist, are now brought
into the planning process (ROB, 2012). The challenge for planning is in how to deal with multiple
empowered place-frames in participative interaction, as ''planning functions as an act of carving out
permanence in the flow of processes to create places'' (Harvey, 1996: 261; Davoudi and Strange,
2009). However, not all frames are empowered, but can still be activated through public columns,
letters, protest, counter-organisation, and so on (Bleijenberg et al., 2018).

Figure 11: The formation of place-frames in participation.
Hereby, planning always involves assumptions and statements on what the world is like and
ultimately what it ought-to-be like. It often consists of particular understandings of the past and
present that serve normative statements on how to proceed towards the future (Massey, 1995). Yet,
these understandings often resemble a very scattered reading of the world giving rise to
contestations and dispute over what problems are at stake and subsequently what actions to take.
Second-order realities or represented realities are created when we attribute meaning, significance
or value to a first order reality (Bohm, 1996); it is making sense of the world around us.
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Thus, many dispute is not about the world in itself, but our perceptions of that world. It is not the
things itself, but our perception of things that confuses us, as Epictetus stated. By giving meaning
to the world, human agencies construct discourses (Arts & Buizer, 2009). Then, planning is the spatial
debate about people's second order realities on place, where regional, national and even international
problems become tangible and are played out. Thus the challenge for planning in the participative
society is in how to deal with multiple place-frames (Benford and Snow, 2000) and eventually be
able to plan for new places in this plural context (Innes and Booher, 1999).
Strategic framing
Within conversations, there are multiple strategies to legitimate certain frames to be reasonable,
justified and ''true''. The first strategy is in presenting detailed personal experiences (Aarts et al.,
2011). Herewith, the used frames become more credible and plausible. It is hard to disagree with
someone's experience, as it is the unique experience of the beholder. As such, describing a detailed
story increases the likeability of your perception on reality, and puts it beyond debate, as your
experience is unique, and in way, true.
The second strategy is in looking for support among other participants. It can often be denoted by
using words as ''You had it as well, right?'', ''He or she told me the same'' and ''I heard from many
people that this is the case'', and so on. In fact, the speaker, who is trying to convey a certain frame,
turns towards another participants or participants to back the credibility of the story. And often, out
of politeness as well as face-saving, people are more tempted to go along with this opinion that now
''got stuck'' on them (Haslam, 2004). In this way, the frame of one particular person, becomes
underpinned and endorsed by others, thus making the frame more ''legitimate''.
The third strategy is in stereotyping and stigmatising. The principle behind this mechanism, is often
simplifying reality in simple conceptualisations. ''They are all like that'', ''Politicians only talk'', and
so on. In fact, it is taking a certain characteristic and enlarge it in order to create a stereotype or
stigma for a whole group. It turns complex issues into simplified ones, in which the particular frame
of the beholder makes sense. Whereas in reality, for example, people are not all ''like that'' but can
be very different in their opinions.
And fourth, participants make use of disclaimers to present their particular frames in a reasonable
and legitimate way. Disclaimers often function as license to say anything in the sentence after the
disclaimer. In that sense, disclaimers are often paradoxical, whereby the disclaimer is the opposite
of the message which is conveyed thereafter. In his research people stated ''I am not a racist, but I
don't like foreign people''. In a way, it is a tool to state something unreasonable, yet presenting it in
a reasonable way. Or as Kessels et al. (2002) puts it, it takes away the conversational responsibility
of the speaker.
These four forms of strategic framing can alert and inform us about when framing is at stake, and
thus get an understanding of what happens in participatory conversations in practice. Herewith,
strategic framing can be seen as a lens through which conversations can be analysed. Moreover, this
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allows for studying the development and change of frames, which could inform us on the extent of
change in conversations, as introduced at the beginning of this chapter.
Reframing and change
Then, conversations can be seen as exploration and negotiation on different frames, in an inquiry to
capture the world in a frame of which people think: ah, that is right. Different frames are brought
into the conversation arena, are confronted with other frames, moulded and brought about, and new
frames may be formed to come closer that what matters to us in the world. In that sense,
conversations can be seen as the joint effort where frames are confronted and new frames are
brought about. Change then, can be understood as altering different frames – reframing – to come
to a new understanding or temporal truth that serves as guidance to act upon. Thus, communicative
rationality can be understood as the temporary alignment of frames.
Following Habermas, it could be argued that the beginning of change is being able to understand
different frames and be willing and able to reframe your own frame. The same process takes places
in the conversation-model of Scharmer and the hourglass-model of Kessels. Hence, this relates to
the Elaboration Likelihood Model by Petty and Cacioppo (1986) is a three-step model on
understanding awareness. It says that, in order to change, one has to be aware of his behaviour,
perspective or frame at first. The second step is in being able to understand and appraise different
alternatives, e.g. exploring different frames. The third step is in acting on the new gained knowledge
and actually changing frames.
Thus, conversations can be seen as a linguistic arena for discovering, confronting, elaboration,
making explicit different frames. The purpose of dialogue ''is not to locate and define some problem
or issue with ever increasing accuracy, but to enter into conversations that take people out of the
daily discourse that generate the ways things are and provide them the opportunity to generate a
new second-order reality through reframing and the creation of new conversations'' (Ford, 1999).
In some situations the setting and issue of conversations allows for reframing (in dialogue) whereas
in reality there are also situations that lead to frozen frames in discussion and debate (Aarts and Van
Woerkum, 2002; Gray, 2003). Thus, the challenge within participative conversations on planningand design processes, processes about environmental change, is to cater for conversations that offer
the circumstances that allow for reframing, which equals possibilities and momentum for change.
Up to this point, we have explored framing in interaction, and in particular, the relation between
framing and change. Referring back to change and conversations, the extent to which conversations
lead to change can be understood as the capacity for reframing. The optimists believe in the ability
of reframing, whereas the Realists understand frames as an expression of power and take a critical
stance towards the extent to which reframing is possible in practice. As such, framing theory provided
a means for studying change through participatory conversations in practice, in order to study the
relation between participatory conversations and their influence on local planning practices.
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2.5

Concluding implications and research questions

The above sections have explored the theoretical debate on conversations and the relation between
conversations, change and framing. Together, these concepts constitute the general research
question as formulated in the introduction: how do participatory conversations influence the course
of local planning practices?

Figure 12: The three main concepts for the research.
First, we have explored the structure and dynamics of conversations in theoretical conceptualisations.
As such, we identified where potential change takes place. Moreover, we have denoted and explored
the various prescriptive theories that inform about how to arrive at such conversations and change.
Thereafter, we have explored the current theoretical debate on the degree of change that can be
ascribed to conversations. In doing so, we denoted the dichotomisation between the perspective
from the optimists and the Realists, further conceptualised as the Optimists and the Realists.
However, this traditional debate seemed caught in its own dichotomisation. Moreover, the current
literature on conversations and change is rather prescriptive instead of descriptive. This raised the
question of studying what actually happens in conversations.
Hereto, we arrived at framing theory as a means for studying change and conversations in practice.
This informed the research that change through the interaction of conversations is to be understood
as the ability for reframing.
Thus, the subsequent chapters on experts and the single-case study use framing as means to add a
descriptive perspective towards change and communication in a spatial context. In the light of the
above theoretical debates, this research proposes the following research questions:



RQ1: How do experts understand the role of participatory conversations in local planning
practices?



RQ2: How do the participatory conversations influence the planning process of the Spetterflat
in Rotterdam?
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The research questions are answered through a two-part linear empirical research. This distinction
has been made for the use of two types of knowledge, namely, expert knowledge and participants
knowledge.
The RQ1 informs the chapter on experts interviews (see chapter 4). The first part consists of five
expert interviews in order to reach beyond the prescriptive theories that came by in the theoretical
framework. The experts interviews shed light on the challenges of participatory conversations in
practice from the perspective of experts or practitioners who deal with these conversations in their
everyday work. As such, the experts interviews provide a focus for studying the single-case study.
Thereafter, the RQ2 informs the chapter on the single case study (see chapter 5). The second part
is a single-case study on the Spetterflat in Rotterdam, informed by the focus from the previous part.
In this case various actors negotiate over the future design and usage of a public space. These
conversations are observed and supplemented with interviews with participants, organisers and nonparticipants. The case study provides an communicative discourse analysis on the real-world practice
of participatory conversations.
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Intermezzo
Your reality is as you perceive it to be. In altering this perception we can alter our reality.
– William Constantine
In changing the world, we change ourselves.
- David Harvey
Following the optimists, conversations are to be understood as the foundation of change. When we
are able to have ''good'' conversations, our frames become flexible and mobile, and there is space
for what is called re-framing. Thus, dialogue then is the means through which we investigate our
own frames, observe and understand other frames next to each other, and form possible new frames
through shared experience. Wow!
Then, all we have to do as spatial planners, is to fulfil the preconditions of dialogue, and the
conversations will be open for change? The theory of dialogue is as an holy grail, and if we master
the skills, we can enforce dialogue in our everyday practices. Perhaps this could be the answer to
the increasingly empowered stakeholders that now take place around the table...
But it is rather normative... Are these criteria for a ''good'' conversation universal? And should we
reach dialogue or what is wrong with discussion or debate? And moreover: are we able to perform
such complex theories as a society, or as spatial planners? The theories appear plain, normative and
presupposing an ideal world. But how can we, as spatial planners, embed them in our practice in a
way that fits?
Or am I too positive on the changeability ascribed to conversations? Maybe I should be less influenced
by the prescriptive and normative theories and simply observe what happens. It is hard, because,
we all want to have dialogue, right? Particularly in these times, where the need for dialogue is more
and more proclaimed.
Having to get acquainted to both the Optimists and Realists I should now let go of this theoretical
distinction and observe what happens in the real world, in order to come back with new insights that
could add to the theoretical debate. The use of interactional framing could help me to study the
influence of participatory conversations on local planning processes, but therefore I first need to
develop a solid research methodology...
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology and Methods
3.1

Introduction

This chapter will give an overview of the research methodology that has been applied throughout the
research. The figure below, again, gives an overview of how the research design is constructed and
how the various parts relate to each other. The black dots can be understood as the pivot points of
this research, that form the in- and outputs of the boxes (see Chapter O: Reading Guide).
Within this chapter on research methodology, the first subchapter broadly discusses the overarching
research philosophy and underlying philosophies. Thereafter, the scientific and societal relevance is
made explicit. This chapter continues by describing the research methods for data collection following
a three-step explorative model. Herewith, the research introduces the experts interviews and the
case study that follow after this chapter. Thereafter, the methods for data analysis will be described,
before concluding with presenting trustworthiness and validity strategies that have been applied.

Figure 13: Overview of the research methodology.
3.2

Research philosophy

This research is performed in the interpretative and postmodern domain of the social sciences (Hajer
& Versteeg, 2005). Within the interpretative domain, this research is performed from a postmodern
constructivist worldview (see fig 16; Saunders et al., 2017.) Herewith the research implies there is
no single and absolute reality but rather multiple interpretations or realities that come about inside
and between the minds of people, thus in interaction (Van der Stoep, 2014). It takes a qualitative
and constructivist stance as the research aims to gain understanding in participatory conversations.
Therefore, this research takes an interactional and communicative approach to participatory
planning- and design practices that particularly focus on studying and understanding the dynamics
of conversations. Hereby, discourse is understood as communication (Arts & Buizer, 2009), as we
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make sense of the world through conversations: realities are constructed in interaction (Kim and
Kim, 2008). Herewith the researcher is the main instrument within the research.
The research touches upon the fundamental sociological debates on communication and the extent
to which communication is influences participatory planning and design. Herewith it touches upon
the work of Socrates, Habermas, Luhmann and Foucault. This research aims to gain understanding
in what happens in participatory conversations and what this means for arranging participatory
planning and design arrangements. The central question revolves around how participatory
conversations influence the course of local planning practices.

Figure 14: The research onion. Source: Saunders et al., 2007, pg. 108.
The research makes a distinction between the first order reality, the physical world as it is, and the
second order reality, the world as we perceive it. This touches upon the philosophy of critical realism,
which presupposes some sort of common world we observe, yet people perceive it differently
(Bhaskar et al., 1998). There can be various ''truths'' that co-exist (Wigglesworth, 2014). We
construct the second order world – and its truth and meaning – in our minds, whereby language
forms the building blocks for our comprehension and understanding. We live in a dialectical world;
the role of language is extremely important as a tool to capture and understand the world (Kim and
Kim, 2008; Sharp and Richardson, 2001). It has even claimed that the reality that we perceive and
experience is the result of a shared language game (Wittgenstein, 1953).
Then, the collected data of conversations will be studied through discourse-analysis. Discourse
analysis is within the constructivist and interpretive traditions of social science (Howarth, 2000). Four
types of discourse analysis are distinguished within literature (Sharp & Richardson, 2001); to be
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''discourse as communication'', ''discourse as text'', ''discourse as frame'' and ''discourse as social
practice'' (Arts & Buizer, 2009). This research uses the communicative approach to discourse as it
studies the interaction of conversations in itself. It is about conversation analysis, e.g. how
conversations develop, what determines the dynamics and how this relate to the degree of
changeability. It adds to the interpretative tradition, by focusing on interactions and dynamics in
conversations within the context of multiple place-frames in spatial challenges. Therewith, it fits
within the discipline of communicative planning strategies (CPS) or collaborative planning (CP), the
overarching body of literature concerned with communicative approaches to spatial planning
(Allmendinger, 2009; Healey, 1996). CPS can be seen as response to modernist forms of planning
in its aim to address the growing complexity of the participatory society (see Introduction).
3.3

Research methods data for collection

This research has been conducted from a three-step linear explorative model: theoretical literature
study, explorative expert interviews and explorative single-case study (see figure 15, below). This
approach has been used to answer the general research questions as stated in the introduction: how
do participatory conversations influence the course of local planning practices?

Figure 15: Three-step-explorative research model.
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Part I: Theoretical literature study
The aim was to build an understanding of the relation between conversations and change, through
interactional framing. The debates provide set the stage for the research, providing the theoretical
context and current debates in which the research takes places. The theoretical framework provided
a lens for lens for interviewing experts and observing practice. See theoretical framework.
Part II: Explorative interviews with experts
Therefore, the second part consisted of explorative interviews with experts and practitioners. The
first part consists of five expert interviews in order to reach beyond the prescriptive theories that
came by in the theoretical framework. The experts interviews shed light on the challenges of
participatory conversations in practice from the perspective of experts or practitioners who deal with
these conversations in their everyday work. The theoretical framework informed the following specific
research questions for this part:



RQ1: How do experts understand the role of participatory conversations in local planning
practices?

Five experts have been interviewed on their experiences with conversations on spatial changes in
the close environment of people, of which two scientists, two practitioners who apply conversations
in spatial planning and one philosopher. The first of five interviewees has been selected through
purposeful sampling as informed by the literature study (see part I). The other rounds of interviewees
has been selected through snowball sampling after the first interviews took place. The interviews
mentioned other experts or the content informed the researcher to approach a different type of
expert. These interviews took approximately 75 to 90 minutes and were audio-recorded by
permission. The interviews were written-down in order to compare the interviews and deduce a
broader perspective on participatory conversations from the perspective of experts.
Five experts were interviewed, for the following reasons:



Jos Kessels (Het Nieuwe Trivium, Eidoskoop) is an philosopher on the subject of
conversations, focusing on how we can become better collocutors from the philosophy of
Socrates as described in his books. Decades of experience in researching, facilitating and
participating in dialogues provided him with the insights on how to facilitate participatory
conversations from a philosophical perspective. Abbreviated as ''JK''.



Bart Cosijn (Bart Cosijn Gespreksleiding) is an independent facilitator, who is actively
involved

in

many

participative

conversations,

such

as

Burgertop,

G1000

and

Stadsgesprekken. Cosijn is very active in the domain of spatial participation, both as
facilitator and initiator of several initiates. Moreover, Cosijn is working ''in'' the debate on
new ways of making sense together in his everyday work. Abbreviated as ''BC''.
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Jannemarie de Jonge (WING Spatial Development) is founder of a planning- and landscape
architecture firm that particularly focuses on participation and shared plan-making. For
years, the office experiments with communicative approach towards spatial planning, trying
to apply dialogue in the everyday practice of spatial planning. As such, De Jonge tries to
translates the philosophical and communicative theories in the domain of spatial planning.
Abbreviate as ''JJ''.



Martijn Duineveld (Wageningen University) researches evolutionary governance, studying
new ways of governance from a critical geographical perspective. Duineveld represents the
Foucauldian and Luhmann perspective, in studying how power comes into play in spatial
planning practices, such as participatory conversations. Abbreviated as ''MD''.



Christine Bleijenberg (University of Applied Science Utrecht) is currently researching
conversations in environmental change processes. Bleijenberg studies the various images
and frames that participants and facilitators behold on each other, and how this influences
the course of the planning process. As such, the work of Bleijenberg revolves around the
relation between the government and its citizens. Abbreviated as ''CB''.

The experts were interviewed on their experiences with participatory conversations in their work as
practitioner. The experts shed light on the current debate of conversations and change through
predefined questions. The researcher aimed to explore considerations, dilemmas, challenges and
visions on participatory conversations in relation to spatial change. Herewith, the experts spoke
between the lines of the normative theories that were explored in the theoretical framework.
The outcome of the interviews was twofold. On the one hand, the interviews provided a nuanced
continuation on the theoretical framework through experiences of the practitioners, providing a focus
for studying participatory conversations in practice. On the other hand, the interviews hinted to other
experts or relevant domains that could be interviewed as snowball sampling, leading to the five
conducted interviews as described above.
Part III: Explorative descriptive observations and interviews in case study
Part III of this research performs a communicative discourse analysis on conversations in
participative interaction in an single-case study design in the case of the Spetterflat in Rotterdam.
The theoretical framework informed the following specific research questions for this part:



RQ2: How do the participatory conversations influence the planning process of the
Spetterflat in Rotterdam?

The single-case study is located in Rotterdam and revolves around various actors negotiating over
the future design and usage of a public space. The public space consists of two courtyards that are
enclosed by flats that are the residencies of the participants that are involved. These conversations
are observed and supplemented with interviews with participants, organisers and non-participants.
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The case study provides an communicative discourse analysis on the real-world practice of
participatory conversations.
The case of the Spetterflat has been selected for this research for four reasons. First, there is citizen
involvement in the planning and designing of the future usage of the public space. Second, there is
diversity within this group of participating citizens. The neighbourhoods of Spangen and Tussendijken
belong to the most culturally diverse neighbourhoods in The Netherlands (Aghabeik and Van Nes,
2015). The project area resembles the ''fragmented society'' (Healey, 1997) as described in the
earlier subchapters, providing a challenge for spatial planning as how to deal with multiple
empowered actors. Third, the Stichting Tussentuin opts for a dialogical approach that is very much
based on participants input in conversations. The communicative approach enables the research to
study the state-of-affairs of participatory conversations. And fourth, the participatory process took
place during the research period, allowing the researcher to follow the course of the project over
time.
Hence, the third step of the explorative research model consists of observations and interviews on
the case study of Rotterdam. The approach has been inspired by the interactional approach for
conversations as proposed by Bleijenberg et al. (2018). The model consists of four successive
research steps: observing conversations, interviewing participants, interviewing organisation and
interviewing outsiders (see figure 16, below).

Figure 16: Research model for interactional approach conversations. Source: Bleijenberg et al., 2018.
1. Observing conversations
This research uses actual and filmed conversations that are part of the participation process as
organised by Stichting Tussentuin. Filmed conversations have been observed to study phase I of the
participation process, whereby citizens were involved to get introduced to the changing environment
and to gather ideas. Stichting Tussentuin gave access to the raw material to be studied in the audioroom of their office. The raw film material consisted of several hours of footage, divided in small
fragments.
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Actual conversations have been observed to study phase II of the participation process, whereby
citizens were invited to participate in a think-tank and work on the detailed plan. Two meetings of
around 1.5 hour each were attended. The researcher asked permission to attend and record the
conversations beforehand. During the conversations, the researcher used the fly-on-the-walltechnique, observing over the shoulders of participants without being actively involved (Hanington
and Martin, 2012). These conversations took place at the local office of Stichting Tussentuin that was
temporary residing in the neighbourhood. Permission was ask to make audio recordings of the
conversations, where after the recorded conversations have been transcribed and coded. These data
served as input for analysis through the conversation model (see part I) and framing theory.
2. Interviewing participants
This step aims to explore how participants perceive the conversations. The interviewees are members
of the Think-tank and have attended (several) conversations. Their contact information was asked
and written down for later use. In total four interviews haven been conducted of approximately 20
minutes each. Hereto this research can study both expectations before the conversation and
reflections on the conversation afterwards. As such, this research gained an insight how the input
changes in the black box of conversations and results in an output.
3. Interviewing organisation
Before and after the conversations, the organising body has been interviewed to get an insight in
their perspective on the conversations. In total 10 interviews where performed, either directly after
the meeting or via telephone. These interviews have been audio-recorded by permission and
transcribed. On the one hand, this uncovers the preparations including dilemmas, the arrangement
of conversations and so on. On the other hand, it provides an useful reflection after the conversations.
Furthermore it shows how outcomes of the conversations are translated into the organisation, the
process and possible future arrangements.
4. Interviewing non-participants
Not all citizens who are eligible to participate, do actually participate. Hereto, the participating group
is but a fraction of the population at stake. According to Bleijenberg et al. (2018) these outsiders can
have influence on the process or not. These non-participating were asked random on the street or
by ringing doorbells. In total eight short interviews were conducted. This fourth step aimed to explore
how outsiders – those who are not actually included in the conversations – perceive the conversations
and the process, e.g. whether the Think-tank represents what-is-at-stake.
Supplementary data
The above methods for data collection have been supplemented with observing participatory planning
processes similar to the case study of the Spetterflat, to be the Spoorzone in Zwolle, the
Stadsgesprek in Utrecht and the case of planning a local railway in the west of The Netherlands.
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The Spoorzone in Zwolle consisted of several ''pub meetings'' whereby citizens were informed and
took part in shaping public space of the Spoorzone. These participatory conversations were recorded
and made available online. This case informed the researcher on the influence of literacy on
participatory planning processes, and how the background and context of the participants informs
the role of the planner in facilitating participatory conversations.
The Stadsgesprek (''City Talk'') in Utrecht revolved around the planning and design of the new
Merwede neighbourhood. The researcher attended and participated in the session, hosted by Bart
Cosijn, one of the experts that has been interviewed for this research. This case informed the
researcher on the influence of interests on the planning process, acknowledging that whenever the
plan making touches the ground interests increasingly affect the participatory conversations.
The third supplementary case revolved around the conflict on the planning of a railway line in the
west of the Netherlands. The researcher followed the informal means through which the citizens
organised themselves and voiced their protest, using Facebook and Twitter as a means to discuss
the project. This case informed the researcher on the influence of informal communication, for
example among neighbours or through social media, on the formal planning process.
The researcher used supplementary data of filmed, actual and online participatory conversations on
three cases in the Netherlands, to mirror the findings of this research in a broader national context.
As such, the supplementary cases provided a ''context'' or background that could be used to as
reference for the expert interviews and case study. The supplementary allowed the researcher a
broader and more nuanced understanding of the challenge of participatory conversations in practice.
These supplementary cases have not been included in the research, but nonetheless influenced the
perception of the researcher in his findings (Maynard-Moody & Musheno, 2006).
3.4

Research methods for analysis

The expert interviews were processed after each interview took place. The recorded interviews were
replayed and written down in question-answer format. The combination of the written interview and
the log-journal of notes that were taken during the interview informed an initial round of coding. The
initial coding identified certain codes that informed the course of the research, providing new avenues
for interviews. This process repeated five times as five interviews were conducted.
Thereafter, the interviews and codes were compared with each other in order to deduce the larger
pattern that arises from these interviews. The content of the interviews was cut into fragments that
were categorised under certain codes, which can be seen as connecting terms that link the fragments
into an interpretation. This process of coding is iterative, whereby each round deduces the
information to another detailed level (Creswell, 2012). As such, the repetitive process of coding
uncovered the overarching ''story'' that was behind the interviews.
The single case study could be analysed through different types of discourse analysis.

Arts and

Buizer (2009) distinguish between four types of discourse analysis: discourse as communication,
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discourse as text, discourse as frame and discourse as social practice. The single-case study has
been analysed through a communicative discourse analysis on conversations in participatory
interaction. Communicative discourse analysis has been used to get an understanding of how spatial
change is negotiated in interaction, through communication.
The observations were transcribed using software for transcription, O-transcribe. Whereas the expert
interviews present an overview of what has been talked about in question-and-answer style, the
observations are literal representations of the observations. The observations were coded using the
comment-function in Word. The interviews with participants, facilitators and non-participants were
transcribed in the same style, covering the richness of the conversations between researcher and
interviewee.
3.5

Trustworthiness and validity strategies

Trustworthiness and validity can be seen as guards for the degree of scientific credibility (SchwartzShea & Yanow, 2013; Kumar, 2011). Whereas in positivist research this often refers to the
replicability of the research, this is more complex in interpretative research, as the main instrument
of the research, the researcher him- or herself, differs. Therefore, it is important to explain the
context or conditions in which the interpretations have been made; e.g. explaining the positionality
and worldview of the researcher.
Nonetheless full objectivity can never be achieved, due to the specific worldview of the researcher
(Creswell, 2012). Acknowledging and considering the influence of the worldview provides a way
forward in explaining how the research came about (Creswell & Miller, 2000). Interpretations may
be interpretations, but they make sense, given the certain context of the research and the researcher
(Kessels, 2006).
In describing trustworthiness, interpretative researchers often make use of, and refer to, positivist
terms to stress some sort of scientific objectivity. Yet positivist tools for enhancing trustworthiness
assume some degree of truth, which makes sense in the rational positivist paradigm, but clashes
with the fundaments of interpretative constructivist research. Thus interpretative research has
developed its own suitable terminology and procedures to guarantee and describe trustworthiness
(Schwartz-Shea & Yanow, 2013). Therefore, the following trustworthiness and validity strategies
have been used during this research:
Reflexivity
Reflexivity is all about reflecting on initial thoughts and ideas that the researcher has during the
research process. The researcher as research instrument is changing throughout the process as well,
and for trustworthiness reasons it is necessary to describe these reflections. In fact, being reflexive,
allows the reader to follow how the lens of the research develops over time as well. The log-journal
aims to capture these reflections and these will be made explicit in interpreting the conversations.
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Thick description
Next, the research will provides thick descriptions of the observations, interviews and reflections.
Thick description can be used as a means to provide a detailed description of what happened during
and around the observations (Boeije, 2005). As such, thick description brings the context in the
research, providing a feeling for the sense of the moment in which the observations took place. This
allows the reader to get more feeling with the depth and richness of the process, and the
interpretations that are derived from them. This context can provide some explanatory value to the
reader in trying to understand how the conclusions came about.
Positionality
Describing the positionality of the researcher helps to understand the lens through which the
observations are interpreted. It shows ''in which light'' the interpretations are made. In this case,
the researcher strongly believes that people can make sense of the world together in conversations.
Applying communicative theories to spatial planning underpins this positionality. However, during
the research the researcher became more critical on how much change can be ascribed to
communication. Besides, the researcher is Dutch male student. Although born in the countryside,
the researcher has lived for a while close to the case, and was inspired by the diversity and complexity
of Rotterdam.
Triangulation
Triangulation is the use of multiple methods to apply cross-reference on whether the conclusions are
valid and not dependent on the used methods. It can be used as a means to check whether the
gathering and analysis of information can be achieved through the use of different methods (Creswell
& Miller, 2000). Therefore, the observations of the participatory conversations are supplemented
with in-depth interviews with the organisation, the participants and non-participants, as described in
the earlier research model. As such, the observations of the researcher and the experts are
supplemented with three different sources to triangulate interpretations.
Visiting over time
In addition to these validity strategies, it is advised to visit the case study multiple times over time.
In this way more feeling with the case can be gained. It also enables the researcher to specify his or
her interview questions and codes over time (Maxwell, 2012). Therefore, the research is designed in
such a way that the researcher visits the project multiple times. Furthermore, a work space is
provided at the temporary office of Stichting Tussentuin. This allowed the researcher to work on
location in the project area. This also allowed the researcher to witness everyday activities and
spontaneous events, next to planned purposive visits.
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Intermezzo
Be the change you want to see in the world.
-Ghandi
Well, the tool kit for this research has been filled. So far, we have been introduced to the challenges
of multiple empowered actors that are now involved in spatial planning processes. We wondered how
these participatory conversations influence local planning processes. This posed questions on the
degree of change that can be reached through conversations, exploring the theoretical debate
between the Optimists and the Realists. The theoretical debate seems stuck in disagreement...
Thus, now it is time to move out, and observe what actually happens in the everyday practice of
various experts and practitioners! What do experts and practitioners in the field of conversations
and spatial planning think of all this participatory engagement? And moreover, how to deal with
participatory conversations this in practice?
I am starting to wonder how conversations relate to the creation of something shared. I realised
that, now that multiple stakeholders are involved, it is not about creating just a world but ''our
world''. But change start with yourself, and being the change you want to see in the world. Can we
create this change that we want to see in the world through conversations? Or, perhaps, there is
more to be focused on apart from the conversations...
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Chapter 4: Experts
4.1

Introduction

This chapter uses the first research question as starting point for interviewing five experts or
practitioners in the domain of participatory conversations. The research question was formulated as
(RQ1): how do experts understand the role of participatory conversations in local planning practices?
This second research questions was used as guidance to derive specific interviews questions. Hereto,
five experts have been interviewed on their understanding of the role and influence of participatory
conversations. The figure below shows how the experts interviews relate to the context of the
research.

Figure 17: The expert interviews in the context of the research.
The chapter consists of three parts: participatory conversations, the experience of truth and
evolutionary perspective. These themes have been identified after several rounds of coding and cover
the three main outcomes of the expert interviews. As such, the experts inform a focus that will
provide the starting point for the second empirical part, the case study, that follows hereafter.
4.2

Participatory conversations

The researcher asked the interviewees on their view on the increased claim of participation and
dialogue. As argued in the introduction, the ''need for dialogue'' seems to be more at stake, whereas
society is more and more fragmented and empowered. This informs a communicative paradox: we
need better conversations but at the same time this seems harder than even before. Kessels stated:
The need for public reflection through public dialogue is greater than ever. At the same time, this
seems more difficult and challenging to organise in practice [...] I mean, everyone seems to be into
dialogue now, we must have reflexive dialogue, we proclaim, but how to arrive at such dialogue:
they do not know. (JK)
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In this respect, the transition towards the participatory society can be observed in the last decade in
particular, referring to a broader historical process towards involvement (see theoretical framework).
However, participation is not without dispute, and how to cater for such dialogue remains rather
challenging, as we have seen in the introduction. Whereas the common use of participation is
increasing, and there is enough good-will, for example in neighbourhood redeveloping plans, there
seems little known by (spatial-) practitioners on how to execute participation in practice. Bleijenberg
denotes:
There should be more attention for these interactions in practice. It is like a mantra: we are going
to do something with the citizens, or we have to do something with the citizens. But in some time it
will be a legal duty in the new Environment and Planning Act. And then it is not about whether you
do it but how you do it. There is but a little attention for it right now, and also little known. (CB)
This above statement indicates that according to this expert nobody is against participation, from a
normative perspective. Normatively seen, everyone is in favour of involvement, building broad
support, and so on. But participation is rather a question of ''how'', or as Kessels puts it: it is an
action-verb. Within a few years it will be a legal duty to involve a certain degree of participation,
which makes the question of ''how'' even more urgent. Herewith, working on participation is also
about believing in making shared plans, and early and real involvement. Once participation as
considered as an obligatory ''tick-the-box'' the outcomes will be as such, whereas participation is
about establishing a broader relation that could provide better plans in the long-term. De Jonge
illustrates this through the following metaphor:
A professional who thinks he is responsible for the content of policies and plans himself, whereby the
citizens are asked to respond, the reactive way, has already given birth to the child. And when the
citizens say, what an ugly child, that hurts of course. Therefore you should already be involved in
the conception, haha. Or actually even before the conception: you have to make sure you have a
good relation with each other to make something beautiful and meaningful together. (JJ)
The last sentence touches the essence of participation. Participatory conversations are not incidental
meeting whereby organisers come to collect information, and then disappear into large governing
bodies again. On the contrary, this statement proclaims that participation is much more about
maintaining a relation between government and participant at the first place. This provides a
relational

perspective

towards

conversations:

without

a

relation,

thus

mutual

trust

and

understanding, participation is likely to be less successful. Bleijenberg on this perspective:
Participation is as if you are having a long distance relation with someone but at the same time
expecting the most amazing weekend when you meet each other, expecting everything is all great.
Whilst you actually do not even know what you did in the meanwhile! (CB)
Hereby Bleijenberg summarises the current state of participation metaphorically. Bleijenberg argues
that it is too optimistic to expect willingness and cooperation in participatory conversations, if there
happens nothing in between. You cannot expect instant outcomes out of participants at random.
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Participation requires more than ''downloading'' information. And even more, Bleijenberg states that
the input by participants can be richer if more attention is paid to the relational context. A like other
conversations, the input increases when there is more of a trusted context. Thus this asks for a more
conversational perspective towards participation, not only focusing on the conversation itself but also
what happens around and in between conversations. The relation between the spatial planners as
organisers of participation and participants is the foundation for any participatory conversation.
However, one could argue there already is a relation between governing bodies and the participant.
For decades or even centuries we have worked towards centralised governing bodies, and adapted
to the relation between governing body and the citizens to this way of working. This could be seen
as an indirect or representative relation, we slowly got used to. This relation is also operationalised
and institutionalised in our default setting and way of working.
Participation breaks away from the centralising trend and, instead, opts for a decentral, bottom-up
approach of involvement. This requires a redefinition of the relation between government and
citizens, from both ways: participation is as new for citizens as it is for governing bodies. Thus,
participation provides the challenge of renegotiating the relation between governing bodies, such as
spatial planning, and participants.
However, as with any long-term relation, the relation can be prone to certain patterns, behaviours
and assumptions. Particularly as participation is not restricted to the spatial domain, but is enforced
in broader societal trends, it requires more of a behavioural change and system change that
underpins our behaviours. In fact, as we have seen in the prologue, finding new ways of relating and
shared decision-making are the challenge of this era. De Jonge denotes:
I have the impression, governments are very much into participation. They want to do it good. And
there is a search for new means to accomplish that, for sure. But, there are so much old patterns,
reflexes, rules and routines... Therefore, it is not easy to make the change, and it even causes
participation to go wrong at some times. That is not to blame on bad intentions but rather tough
material to work on, which requires behavioural change, organisational change, system change ánd
cultural change. Everything we need to change comes down to this... (JJ)
Thus, participation requires more than organising some conversations with participants, as the above
statement informed us. Participation provides a whole new challenge on how to approach, organise,
account for and embed citizen involvement. It requires for spatial planners to take a relational and
conversational perspective towards participation. However, this asks a lot from practitioners, who
are in general more educated in technocratic ways of dealing with environmental issues rather than
communicative approaches towards conversations. And as we have seen in the introduction, one
does not simply ''organise'' a conversation that will solve everything. Organising and facilitating
conversations is a whole different branch, its own domain, that, to be applied in spatial planning,
asks for a different approach. It requires a paradigm shift that acknowledges the current lack of the
accurate skills to deal with participation: the skill to facilitate conversations should not be
underestimated. Kessels already denoted the challenge of dialogue, illustrates this:
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These are difficult conversations: there are interests at stake! That is the first difficulty. From the
perspective of philosophy, characterised by creating free space. That is, suspending interests,
judgements and decisions. But it is possible to coerce that among your participants, if you are skilled
in the art of conversating. It is art! Hereby you can, often without noticing, challenge people to think
about underlying visions, instead of only searching for a solution for a problem. That is a whole
different conversation! Yes, that is the indirect solution, the detour Socrates always takes. (JK)
In the above statement, Kessels talks about the art of conversating, which is to be considered as a
skill or art that should not be underestimated. In the same line, Aarts (2015) and Isaacs (1999) talk
about ''the art of dialogue''. We cannot simply all of a sudden expect spatial planners to be skilled in
the art of conversations! This again, relates back to the earlier point illustrated by De Jonge, wherein
participation provides a broader challenge of change.
Moreover, Kessels denotes that participatory conversations are difficult to practice. Theory suggests
the suspending of interests, judgements and decisions, which are ultimately at stake a people's close
environment. Participants bear interests such as land ownership and NIMBY-ism, are tied by
judgements on each other and the governing bodies and the participatory trajectory ultimately aims
at making decisions on future usage and design. Yet, from another perspective, one could argue that
spatial conversations are ultimately suitable for dialogue, as there is much personal at stake. This is
also expressed by De Jonge:
The importance of the Socratic approach is the strength of the casuistry, the concrete example, that
allow us to connect with an given situation. At the same time, that is the strength of places, and
planners and designers who are working on those landscapes. (JJ)
The last two statement enforce a paradox in participatory conversations: on the one hand spatial
issues really touch upon people, on the other hand this could also withhold participants from
suspending their interests and judgements. This makes environmental participatory conversations
both very suitable and challenging. And moreover: it is not only the spatial planner that finds himself
struggling to reconnect to the contemporary practice of participation. Citizens, that are now
participating, are also in the process of learning to get used to frequent participatory conversations.
As such, participation requires a behavioural change from both sides, which are currently not used
to being each other relational collocutors. Kessels highlights this:
But often, participants abominate this process. Because, talking about vision, and what really matters
beyond the surface, is something we do not do in general. We end up talking in generalities,
abstractions, hollow phrases, and in the end, this will result in conflicts. We are not able to have this
conversations! Yet, there are models that enable us to bring about a whole different kind of
conversation. But that requires training. (JK)
In this argumentation, Kessels denotes the difficulty of participatory conversations: spatial planners
are not yet skilled in the art of dialogue, and participants are not yet good enough collocutors. But
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moreover, the underlying assumption is that participatory conversations are not impossible. This
asks for a better understanding of conversations, which can be trained, according to Kessels:
Indeed, the facilitator can make or break conversations. Moreover, it depends on the group, how
much steering is needed. But in principle: the facilitator is the key to a better conversations, [...] a
good facilitator can coerce that from its participants. And that person can also see where that is
needed: where you should do it or where you should not.
This statement highlights that a skilled facilitator can create dialogue in the difficult context of
participatory conversations on the close environment of citizens. The context determines how much
facilitation is needed, implying sensitivity to the context in which conversations take place.
Up to this point, we have explored the experts view on participatory conversations. All experts take
a relational perspective towards participation, stating that participation is not the incidental collection
of information but is about rediscovering the relation between citizens and governing bodies. The
above statements are a testimony of the behavioural and system change that we are now going
through to facilitate and participate in spatial participatory conversations. Facilitating and
participating is something we have to learn again. This raises questions of how facilitating and
participating in participatory conversations takes place, giving rise to the following subchapter.
4.3

Truth experience

As we have seen in the previous subchapter, the spatial dialogue is very challenging, but obtaining
the skills for facilitation can provide the key to bring dialogue about. This challenges spatial
professionals to increase attention for the social component that is now increasingly required in
environmental development. The facilitator guides the participants through the conversation, using
the means of suspending, reflection, exploring alternative ways of responding next to each other and
using imagination. Kessels denotes:
Between the second and third quadrant, the conversation can really transform. It is about
suspending, putting yourself in that position, searching for the heat point, and so on. But the next
crisis, between the third and fourth quadrant is different. As Isaacs puts it, in the third quadrant you
think you are thinking. But actually, you are not thinking at all, you are putting your thoughts on the
table. And thoughts, literally, are old ways of thinking, something you ever thought of before. But
within the fourth quadrant it is about new thinking, releasing your whole pattern of thinking, and
starting to use your imagination all over again, often times using poetry. (JK)
This statement expresses the evolution from conversation, discussion and debate towards reflective
and even generative dialogue, as described in the theoretical framework. Apart from the normative
question whether this is the way to go, Kessels denotes the different ways of thinking that take place
in conversations. In that sense, thoughts are something we have thought before, and now, are put
on the table or extrapolated towards new experiences. However, the premise of generative dialogue,
is to abandon this old thinking and foster new ways of thinking. This requires the subjective
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experience to break away from current pattern and extricate or liberate new way of thinking. And
moreover, it requires the appraisal of different forms of knowledge, that are not strictly limited to
the rational mind. Cosijn adds to this:
I strongly believe that experiential knowledge is of outmost importance in shared decision-making.
Not the straightforward knowledge you can obtain from the books, but knowledge obtained by simply
living life and experience what this bring about in you. From technocratic knowledge to empathic
knowledge, you could say. This could really make a change in public reflections, particularly, now
participation is creating space for this. Simply by putting people together and create dialogue, this
experiential knowledge can unwind and be of value. In fact, dialogue is extricating individual
experiential knowledge in order to be of use for a collective experience. (BC)
The last sentence is key, whereby Cosijn states that dialogue is about using individual experiential
knowledge as means for a collective experience. Experiences can provide the connection, the
empathy and thus the context that can bring us together in something universally human. In other
words, the specific personal experience brings us on the same pages, and enables alignment of our
insights. Herewith, the experience breaks down abstractions and disagreement, but creates a
concrete situation that allows participants to explore their behaviour.
Moreover, personal experiences bear a certain degree of truth to the beholder, as descriptions of
how that beholder experienced something. It is hard to disagree with someone experience as it is
subjective and personal. The experience is key as it translates the question from abstractions to a
concrete situation. Nonetheless it provides the opportunity for the so-called perspective switch,
imagining what you would do in that situation, that context. This responds to earlier statement,
stating that the need for a common framework of thinking, which can be provided by going through
an shared experience. Then, this shared experience can provide the basis for generating new frames
on reality, as described in the hourglass-model below.

Figure 18: The hourglass-model for dialogue. Source: Kessels, in interview.
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What happens in this experience, is the investigation of your own responses, and later, the
assumptions and values that underpin this response. Hereby, the participants are asked to share a
situation which is an personal experience in which they encountered a dilemma around the central
theme. This narrows down to the so-called heat point, the point where the ''heat'' is, where people
are touched, and formulate that particular feeling. Thereafter, the participants are asked to put
themselves in that particular situation: how would I feel, how would I respond, what can I do.
Yet the most important part behind this questions is on what underlying philosophy you decide what
to do: why are you doing what you do? This uncovers rules or guidelines that, unconsciously, steer
you behaviour. In this phase the participants explore the broad variety of possible options and form
a playfield between extremes. In fact, it is exploring the whole range of possible ways of acting in
the rich complexity of the situation. Instead of putting the one above the other, this phase aims to
observe the various ways option next to each other, without judgement. Participants are getting grip
on the polemic of the issue-at-stake.
In this way, the participants move beyond broad statements but share opinions from a very specific
case. Then, the participants are challenged to think about their principles. The central question
revolves around the question: what is it actually all about? Hereby participants are challenged to
think about what touches their heart, what strikes them or what agitates them the most. Then, the
question what would be a good way to deal with it. What sacrifice do you need to make? What
courage do you need? What do you need to face?
By doing so, the participants gain an insight in the different perspectives and how they are weighed
compared to each other. This does not directly involve solving a problem but it expands the
understanding of what is actually at stake; it grants the participants with much more thorough take
on the case and the possibilities, that allow for a conscious decision. And eventually, this process
may lead to an intuition of what you believe is true. As such, the conversation is slowly carving out
what matters to you and sheds light on your principles: the experience of truth.
Well, if you carry out these conversations well enough, the old fashioned process of searching for
ideas, there comes a moment of insight of which you intuitively feel, it represents a truth. Everyone
can articulate that in different ways and that has to be exchanged. But the point is, truth is not only
a concept, that we use as judgement over everything, but rather an subjective experience we go
through. Then, you get something totally different. (JK)
In the above statement Kessels appeals towards the intuitive experience of conversations, whereby
going through an shared experience can provide a sense of truth. Hereby, the notion of truth through
conversations changes from a concept towards an experience.
What we consider as universal truth is but a few loose terms. Whereas, real universal truth can only
be discovered when you go through an subjective experience, according to Hegel. Without this
subjective experience, it is nothing. Nothing happens. [...] But how to get there and to formulate
that, is a very delicate art. But the point is, when dialogue succeeds, you will reach an intuition of
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what is the truth is. The intuition of truth, according to Nelson. You feel this intuition even before
you can articulate it. This relates to the implicate order by Bohm. That intuition, that moment of
experiencing truth, bears something universal. That is what it is about. (JK)
In the above statement Kessels puts his earlier statement on the subjective experience of truth in
an philosophical context, positioning the experience of truth within the work of Hegel, Nelson and
Bohm. In that sense, dialogue is not about creating new, but removing all that is there, in order to
uncover what is right in front of us all the time. Yet this presupposes that there exists some
fundamental harmony in our experiences, not in our thinking.
You have to unwind it, look at it with a different perspective. And that is the experience it will grant,
as if it has always been like this, but you were too stupid to face it. Here you hit the nail on the head,
as if you suddenly open your eyes again. As if the curtains are opening and you are looking at a
different world. It all seems so obvious then. And very liberating. [...] Head, heart and stomach are
in harmony. (JK)
In the above statement, Kessels tries to formulate what this experience of truth feels like. Kessels
stresses that dialogue moves beyond ratio, as this intuition of truth can only come about if heard,
heart and stomach are in line. In fact, we have to go through an subjective experience to rethink our
ratio. In that sense, Kessels states, that thought are old ways of thinking that are stored in our mind.
Yet, the described feeling of virtue and liberation comes from generating new ways of thinking.
Referring back to the conversation-quadrant, this takes place between the third and fourth quadrant.
Yet, if you present this universal truth without the context of the experience, it becomes cliché,
without meaning, and without impact. So, the art is to get dialogue thus far to go through this
subjective experience of what is really at stake, to be able to understand and see the depth of an
universal truth. (JK)
Hence, this statement indicates that the experience of truth, and thus wisdom and what actions to
take, ultimately depends on the context of the conversation. ''There are many truths of which the
full meaning cannot be realized until personal experience has brought it home'', as John Stuart Mill
stated. If you present the outcome to an outsider, whom has not been part of the created discourse,
it might appear cliché or obvious. He or she is missing the laden context, in which this truth makes
sense. This poses questions to the extent of the insights of conversations, e.g. the degree in which
the carefully constructed experience of truth resonates to the outside world, that was not actively
part of that conversation.
Yes. But wait... what you are doing then, is creating a temporary fiction that is right at that moment,
and about all can be positive. But if you look back at what decisions have been made, you will see
they will have a different logic [...] that can be far from the experience within the conversation. (MD)
The question of the extent of conversations, relates to Luhmann's system theory and particularly the
three improbabilities of communication. Meaning within communication depends on context, and
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since we all have a different context, communication seems almost improbable. But Kessels argues,
that conversations are about creating a shared experience of truth, that makes sense within that
shared context.
However, the experience of truth does not imply consensus on what subsequent action to take.
Conversations can try to approach a common understanding, but from a Luhmannian perspective,
these understandings are never fully the same as they are interpreted differently. Each beholder has
a different receptive system, as we have seen in the theoretical framework. The content of the
conversations will be processed differently, leading to various slightly different understanding of the
outcome of the conversation:
And, still, it can be very much the case that someone in that particular situation, says: I would do it
in another way. This means that the shared experience of truth does not imply consensus on what
action to take, that is something different. But you try reach that intuition of truth, and thereafter,
explore the principles that actuate you, and getting a bright sight on what matters to you. (JK)
The above statement emphasises the difference between the experience of truth and consensus on
what actions to take. The experience of truth can guide us to uncover our fundamental principles,
which serve as guidance for our actions. Although participants can have a shared experience of truth
in shared context, this always will be translated to the personal context again, potentially resulting
in various outcomes. Compare this mechanism to a story has been told to the group. Most people
would share common ground in the basis events of the story, but the message can be slightly
different for each person.
The different interpretation of the experience of truth poses questions on what happens with the
potential experience of truth after conversations, hinting towards an evolutionary perspective on
conversations and their influence on processes, as stated in the general research question.
4.4

Evolutionary perspective

So far, we have seen that participatory conversations are much more to be considered as an art than
every-now-and-then sessions. Participatory conversations can lead to a shared experience of truth
within the subjective experience and context of the conversations, when done skilfully. But, this
intuition of truth makes sense in the shared context of the conversation.
Therefore, one could argue the extent of the experience: what happens to this experience of truth
when it is removed out of the context of the conversation and back in everyday life? Whether this
truth experience is sustainable or a temporary fiction, depends on what happens around the
conversations. As such, conversations can be understood as boxes in a chain, each box having its
input, which is moulded in the conversation, resulting in a certain output.
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The past of conversations
A conversation is but one moment in time, more specific, the present time. However, conversations
have the ability to stretch over time. Every conversation is bound by a certain preceding history. For
example, collocutors behold certain earlier experiences, assumptions, expectations and interests that
are rooted in past interactions but become active in present-day conversations. As such, the past
resonates or echoes in present conversations. Bleijenberg illustrates this, and in particular, how past
experiences can pile up and burden present interactions, already before the conversations started.
What is very clear, is the role of the past, that resonates in the conversations. The way in which both
civil servants and participants are looking at the past, plays a very important role. If something went
wrong in the perspective of citizens, this piles us, and experiences of the past will be linked to
experiences in the present and future, a strengthening effect. (CB)
The above statement illustrates how the past can become ''active'' in present-day participatory
conversations. Previous experiences can ''pile up'' and actively play an role, as if past experiences
are projected on new conversations. This process is termed cognitive fusion, whereby past
experiences and reflexes are projected on similar new experiences, as a means to cope with new
experiences. Hereby, new experiences ''fuse'' with past experiences, whereby experiences are
generalised and labelled, disabling an open perspective. Then, these past experiences and the
resulting fixed frames and created stigma's echo through in any new participative conversations.
But moreover, this past experiences can have nothing to do with the issue at stake, but can stem
from any participatory encounter of the past. Participants see the organising body for example as
''the'' municipality. Even negative impacts with other domains of organisations are all regarded under
the same frustration of ''the'' government, which, in that sense, can hardly do something good. Thus,
conversations can be troubled by any other experience, that does not even regard what is on the
table. Duineveld has observed this in practice, and illustrates:
That is an obvious trend, involving citizens. Formulating alternatives, presenting concepts and
eventually the plan. But that [participation] must be hell for planners and designers! People are not
so much responding to plans but out of a long-term frustration about municipality X or municipality
Y. (MD)
What happens before the actual conversation in the relation between organisation and participant
influences the conversations itself, as path dependency, as Duineveld indicates. This adds to the
earlier path-, inter- and goal dependencies as discussed in the theoretical framework. However, this
process takes place at both sides: both the participant as the facilitator bears certain frames on ''the
other''. Facilitators also hold certain past-informed perspectives and assumptions on the participants
they work with. Particularly, as participatory conversations are as new for spatial planners as for the
participants. De Jonge experiences this in her everyday work as communicative spatial planner:
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It requires a change of culture on both sides. Participants also start with the prejudice ''they came
up with something again, what will it be this time''. Oftentimes we have to go through many layers
of cynicism... (JJ)
The above statement illustrate how participatory conversations in fact already ''start'' before the
actual conversations take place. Thus, conversations are not to be understood as tabula rasa, an
empty canvas on which we can converse without any past context: you simply cannot erase or ignore
the past. Somehow, this past has to be addressed in conversations, in order to make space for the
creation of something new and to foster dialogue to come about. Bleijenberg underlines this:
Yes, and this is what I heard from many civil servants. ''We want to start with a clean slate'', ''a fresh
start'', ''starting from zero!'', and so on, but that is not the way it works. There has so much preceded,
either on the location, or in other government-citizen interaction, and that plays a role [...] And you
have to deal with that in conversational interactions, or otherwise this presses upon the conversation,
and how people give meaning to that conversation afterwards.
The fixed frames have to be addressed, given space to be expressed, like ''welling'' and ''simmering''
them to be able to be moulded in the continuation of the conversation. This implies another social
sensibility that enforces the spatial planner as facilitator of the spatial dialogue. Nonetheless, any
participant or facilitator will always behold certain characterisation frames one each other. In that
sense, participation is more about building a meaningful relation between organisation and
participant, in order to allow for constructive frames of each other. However, building such a relation
takes time, but is part of the getting-used-to-each-other phase that participation is in.
In the current situation, both the participant and the facilitator are in fact not really ''acquainted'' to
each other. The more as the turnover speed of civil servants, spatial planners and facilitators is much
higher, whereas participants might live in the same area for over decades. One could even argue,
that the spatial facilitator and the participants are currently not really connected, apart from a
procedural need to relate to each other. This could lead to misunderstanding of the relation from
both side, over having to relate to each other instead of wanting to work together. Bleijenberg uses
the following metaphor:
Participation is as if you are having a long distance relation with someone but expecting the most
amazing weekend when you meet each other, expecting everything is all great. Whilst you actually
do not even know what you did in the meanwhile. It is not as simple as that. (CB)
Conversations should not be loose events in a long-term process, the occasional ''every-now-andthen'' participation, Bleijenberg implies. Thus, organising such participatory conversations also
requires an embedding in the broader process, creation a fundament for participation, knowing where
conversations make sense, and how they fit within the process. So far, we have particularly focused
on the conversations itself, both in research as in practice, but perhaps we should widen our
perspective to the broader process of involvement, and even the relation between the spatial
planners and the participant in the first place. Cosijn illustrates this:
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It very much depends on the process wherein the conversations take place. Such conversations are
never there on its own. You can organise a conversation, but that is just one moment. If you organise
a conversation with people who feel not involved, because you invite them late in the process. Then,
it is much more about the context in which that conversations takes place and could work. You have
to look at the process first, in estimating whether the conversation possible makes sense! [...] And
the new Environment and Planning Act remains very abstract on how this interaction should take
place or embedded (BC)
Cosijn states that the whether having conversation makes sense depends on the embedding in these
conversations in the broader process. This implies that the circumstances that are shaped by the
past and form the start of the conversations need to be understood in order for conversations to
make sense in the first place. The echo of the past determines the input for each conversation:
conversations actually ''start'' before they physically take place.
The future of conversations
So far, we have seen how the past echoes into the present and forms the input for potential
conversations. This input is negotiated, moulded and transformed in the conversations and leads to
a certain outcome or output. In that sense, the conversations also resonates towards the future. This
part aims to explore what happens with a potential experience of truth after the conversation. To
what extent does the experience of truth resonate and will be translated into the original systems
the participants belong to?
Hereby there is a difference between understood change and change that is actually happening: it
determines on what happens after the conversations to what extent the discussed is translated in
action. It depends on the ''receiving capacity'' of the original context to what extent the discussed
content is able to sink in, land and catalyse change. Cosijn denotes the importance of the context
around participatory conversations:
It also depends on the process in which these conversations take place. A conversation never stands
by itself, of course. You can organise a conversation, but that is but one moment. Hence it is much
more about the context in which that conversations takes places and potentially could work. First,
you have to judge whether it even makes sense to start a conversation. (BC)
As such, conversations can lead to certain momentum in the conversation, but it depends on the
context of the conversations to what extent this momentum is resonates and is sustained, and thus
extrapolates over the context. On the other side, the internal momentum of a conversations can also
remain within the conversations, as the context is not receptive for the content of the momentum.
Thus the outcome of a conversation can be understood as potential working enzyme, but it depends
on the shape of the substrate whether the enzyme fulfils its potential or not.
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Figure 19: Enzyme-substrate complex as model for conversations and context.
In that sense, conversations can be seen as the enzymes that bear the potential to bring about
change. However, whether the potential depends on whether the enzyme is a working enzyme,
that is, being able to connect and fulfil its function. This functioning depends on the connection
with the substrate. The substrate can be seen as the context of various systems that the
conversations relate to. In the end, it depends on the context whether a potential momentum for
change in a conversation is translated and embedded in the context.
Thus, in studying conversations we also have to examine the ''substrate'', and the degree of
changeability on the receiving ends. A conversation can lead to a very high momentum for change
in the conversation, but if the momentum for change outside the conversation is very low, there
potential for change leads to a dead end. As such, there is a discrepancy between what has been
said in the conversation and what will be said and done after the conversation.
This is a call for widening the lens through which participatory conversations are studied. Thus far,
we have mainly focused on the participatory conversations itself, but gradually we have come to
understand that what happens with the conversations ultimately depends on what happens around
the conversations. Duineveld illustrates this by the metaphor of the ''disappointment manufactory'':
Everyone knows, in the end conversations make but a small difference all those functional systems
that are all operating on the basis of their own logic. Very seldom what you said there in the
conversation will actually happen. Hence participation is often the cultivation of disappointment, a
disappointment manufactory. And good politicians, project developers and planners, they know that.
Those discrepancies are known to them, that the final plan or design can differ very much from your
initial ideas. But many citizens will think, well, we are asked by the municipality, right? (MD)
The above statement exemplifies that an experience of truth in a conversation can take place, but
can be altered in the translation from the conversation table back to the receiving sub systems or
''substrates''. But moreover, this process of conversation, interpretation and translation happens
after each interaction, leading to a chain of potential discrepancies. The repeated passing of the
content leads to various shifts of different interpretations, slowly altering the original experience of
truth. The original momentum for change reduces as the external ability to receive this momentum
decreases as others were not present and did not share merely the same experience of truth. The
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resonance slowly decreases as the ''communicability'' decreases: the people who were present share
more of the context and experience and any communication among them will lead to greater
recognition and understanding in comparison to one who were not present.
Particularly, as most interpreters, were not actively present in the conversations. Each recipient has
a different receiving system (see theoretical framework), or receptivity for certain information. This
implies that although faced with the same story, we are all primed by different parts of information,
which are processed differently. Take for example there experiment, whereby someone tells a story
to the person next to him, and so on. The final story can be totally different from the original story
or even end up at the complete opposite. The momentum of the original information is decreasing
as the influence of the messengers increases and affects what is being communicated. This relates
back to Luhmann's improbabilities of communication. Thus, what is communicated in conversations,
has to go through an enormous system of different receptors, each tweaking the original message
as the resulting of inevitable selectivity of framing, as depicted in the below figure.

Figure 20: The relation between informal and formal conversation in evolutionary perspective.
The above figure also illustrates how this process of intermediate conversations in a sequence of
participatory conversations distorts the communicative line. After a conversation, the participants
share an experience that brings them closer, but the interpretation is still different for every beholder.
After communication with their own sub systems, this might lead to more diffusion, drawing the
participants apart from each other instead of closer. Over time, this results in different starting
positions at the next conversation. What has been communicated in the previous meeting is evolving
in different ways, bringing the participants back at the table under the assumption of continuing on
the same page, but having different initial frames again at the start of new interactions.
Thus, conversations can lead to a certain message or information, which is going through various
subsystems that alter the message that is being conveyed. This asks for a better understanding of
these subsystems that ''absorb'' and ''pass on'' the information. Whereas the conversation can lead
to the creation of something new and shared (not necessarily), the receiving substrates are not part
of this new discourse and remain unchanged during the conversations. After the conversation, a
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degree of change can occur, depending on the receiver. But more often, these subsystems are slow
and cumbersome, bound by certain patterns that informed the current ''default mode''. Duineveld
illustrates this through a deeply rooted relational contact pattern:
The critique from an Foucauldian perspective on the idea a conversation will resolve everything, is
that conversation take place between people [...] And what you are doing, is the creation of a
temporary fiction that fits within that conversation, where everyone can be positive about. [...] And
you know, he says, ''you know what, we are really gonna do something with this.'' But then this
attendant goes back to a knowledge-power relation that is so deeply rooted in so many governmental
organisations, with so many path dependencies and choices of the past. [...] If you look at the
decisions that were taken, you will notice they have a different logic. Cause everyone that goes back
their original system is not all of a sudden a different person. Although all these people have not
been lying in the conversations, they are not fully different. Nothing will change. It will resonate and
could make a change in the long run, but even the most inspirational speech by the most inspirational
person, except from revolutions, does seldom lead to rigorous change of structures. (MD)
This poses questions to the embedding of conversations in procedural and intuitionalist settings, in
order to be receptive for participatory conversations. And again, this requires a behavioural change,
as receiving governing bodies are not yet used to the increased amount of participatory conversations
and the involvement on decision making. The current spatial planning structures stem from
modernist ways of working and might not yet have transformed and adjusted towards this new
participatory context, as we have seen in the introduction. Cosijn illustrates the strength of this
''bureaucratic apparatus'':
In the end, everyone is very happy about the day, the organisation writes a summary of what has
been discussed, and so on. But that does not mean to what extent things will truly change, whether
plans actually will improve or whether this outcomes are representative for the total population. [...]
This is such an bureaucratic apparatus, there is hardly space for the thinking capacity of the city
itself. (BC)
This illustrates that, when participation is applied, there also needs to be space created for the input
of participants. The participatory conversations are still translated within the same organisational
structures. These structures are still rooted in an traditional relation and have not yet fully adapted
to the new reality of the participatory society. This makes conversations effective to a certain degree,
as they are still interpreted through an older lens. This is also expressed by practitioners, who are
now pioneering with participatory conversations, but find it hard to embed them in their organisations
and future approaches. This relates back to an earlier statement by De Jonge, illustrating the
widespread good-will but the need for ''behavioural, organisational, cultural and system change''.
This implies that the resonance of the experience of truth depends on the receptivity of the systems
they are interpreted in. Hence, this means, making the systems more receptive, could increase the
resonance or impact of conversations, or in other words, can extend the momentum. However, that
would be too much a normative and malleable understanding of communication. The transformation
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towards a receptive governing system is not an absolute change, as if all systems are suddenly
receptive and endorse all what has been communicated. Still, the extent of communication is limited,
as Luhmann states. Therefore, it is more about increase the degree of ''communicateability'', which
does not deny the limits of communication.
This also implies a different ''room of speech'', for spatial planners to have more empathic space to
understand what participants experience and are trying to convey. Currently, the room of speech is
rather rational, whereby we appraise rational and technocratic communications in governmentparticipant interactions. In line with the earlier statements on behavioural change, Cosijn pleas for a
different way of speaking.
Herein, the receiving governors have to little time, too less empathic space to be really able to
understand what someone moves to involve so fanatically. (BC) [...] You need to have an wholesome
structure of how to execute these conversations in practice, and how to embed them in a whole
trajectory, beforehand. Without these initial conditions, there is no point in having these
conversations, as the output has no place to land. (JK)
The above statement suggest that executing and dealing with participatory conversations requires a
behavioural change, both from participants as well as governing bodies. Cosijn denotes a shift from
rational space to empathic space, creating space to listen and embed the participatory conversations
in the broader trajectory. The original planning systems do not incorporate participatory
conversations in their everyday routines yet.
Thus far, we have explored the role of facilitation as a means to create an experience of truth, which
depends on embedding in its surroundings structures to create influence on the process. The above
adds to this exploration by proposing an evolutionary perspective that can be used as a means to
study participatory conversations in practice.
4.5

Concluding implications

Thus far, we have explored how experts perceive participatory conversations, the experience of truth
in these conversations and opted for an evolutionary perspective in studying conversations. The
research question of the experts interviews revolved around how experts understand the role of
participatory conversations on local planning practices:



RQ1: How do experts understand the role of participatory conversations in local planning
practices?

The experts all indicate that participative conversations are hard to establish for spatial practitioners,
as dialogue is considered as an delicate art. This requires a specific set of skills that tempts the
participants to suspend judgements, interests and decisions. Apart from facilitation it also depends
on how spatial planners deal with the socio-historical and institutional context whether the
participatory conversations are able to transcend into dialogue. Participatory conversations can lead
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to an experience of truth, an intuition of truth that makes sense in that context, as argued in social
constructivism. Yet it depends on the context of conversations, to what extent the truth experience
resonates and has impact or remains a fiction.
During the expert interviews the focus shifted from the conversations itself towards looking at
conversations from a broader perspective. Referring to the RQ2, the experts hinted towards the
understanding of participatory conversations from a behavioural, relational, contextual and
evolutionary perspective. This mean that, when looking at practice and empirical data, we should
focus on:



The participatory conversations itself; and how different frames are shaped and negotiated
in interaction;



The context in which the participatory conversations take place from organisational
perspective;



The context in which the participatory conversations take place from participants
perspective;



The context in which the participatory conversations take place from non-participants
perspective;

These implications informed single-case study research that follows hereafter, which were studied
through the four perspectives as described above. The participatory conversations have been studied
through observation whereas the three subsequent perspectives have been studied through
interviews.
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Intermezzo
Context is key: from that comes the understanding of everything.
- Kenneth Noland
Bang! I am somewhat puzzled. Participatory conversations are harder to perform than expected. The
theory sounds very nice, but we are hardly able to perform such dialogues, the experts proclaimed.
At least, not as spatial planners. Organising and facilitating such conversations requires a whole
different set of skills, mysteriously termed as the ''art of dialogue''. Although we frequently proclaim
the need for dialogue, also within spatial planning, it appears to be something that is not that easily
said than done. Maybe there should be more attention for the practical dimensions within the social
component of spatial planning? But wait, should it be? Or are we, again, raising the expectations on
spatial planners? Maybe we have to accept that we cannot do everything and leave the creation of
dialogue to the specialists...
But once dialogue works, either through an communicatively skilled spatial planner or independent
experts, it must be amazing. Experiencing truth in dialogue! It may sound pretentious but we all
have had that feeling every now and then, after a long and thorough conversation, in which suddenly
you start to feel it, and are able to uncover something that was right in front of you all the time.
Hence, dialogue can function as a means to bring us together, and making sense together. But again,
being able to let go of judgements, interests and decisions, accepting other views and then going
through a shared experience, it sounds like something philosophers do. But common people, for
example in the multicultural neighbourhood of the case of Rotterdam? But it all comes down to what
happens on the ground; and how participation is shaped, negotiated and influential from below.
I am wondering why this all sounds so extraordinary and unknown, whereas we are conversating all
the time. What keeps us from this place where we are good listeners, suspend our judgement,
experience truth and all? I have been focusing on these conversations for a while now, and if there
are professionals that can coerce dialogue, what is the big deal? Are conversations truly the holy
grail for better understanding and change?
But wait, maybe it is not so much about conversations itself. Gradually we have come to understand
the role of the context in which the conversations take place, and how conversations actually
resemble an expression of the past, present and future context. Remember, how conversations are
get stuck because of something underlying of the past. Conversations can merely be seen as
palimpsest, a place whereby the context that is shaped by past interactions is activated and
explicated in the interaction. Or how sometimes we can have the feeling of a good conversation yet
ultimately nothing changes. Then, this hints towards understanding what happens after
conversations, e.g. what will be done with the outcomes.
A conversation, of course, is but one moment in time. Maybe we should indeed widen our lens, to
what happens around conversations, and how the past impacts upon conversations and how the
experience of truth resonates into the future...
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Chapter 5: Case Study
5.1

Introduction

The expert interviews provided a focus for studying the case study of the Spetterflat in Rotterdam,
namely, that the degree of change that can be ascribed to conversations depends on the evolutionary
embedding. This chapter dives into the influence of participatory conversations in practice, following
the (RQ2): how do the participatory conversations influence the planning process of the Spetterflat
in Rotterdam? The figure below shows the case study in the context of the research.

Figure 21: The case study in the context of the research.
In order to research this process more specific, this chapter consists of four parts: the conversation
itself, what happened around the conversations from the perspective of participants, what happened
around the conversations from the perspective of the organisation and the perspective of nonparticipants. These subchapter have been informed by the implications of the experts interviews.
5.2

Case study design

The single-case study is located in Rotterdam and revolves around various actors negotiating over
the future design and usage of a public space. The public space consists of two courtyards that are
enclosed by flats that are the residencies of the participants that are involved. The post-war flats are
being renovated to improve the housing quality and energy labels.
Consequently, the courtyards are used for the renovation work and will be ''empty'' spaces that can
be redesigned. The project group of project developer and municipality assigned this task to the
foundation, that won the tender by their climate adaptive and participatory approach. The aim of the
foundation is to plan and design for a climate adaptive public space together with the inhabitants.
Hence, the participatory process was divided in three phases: exploration, design and execution.
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Figure 22: The project location.
The first phase took place between January 2017 and Augustus 2017. This phase was already finished
at the start of this research and was documented by video-recordings. Hereby the citizens were
informed about the future design and usage of the public space. The foundation organised a tour
through the neighbourhood to evaluate the current usage and quality of public space. Open meetings
were organised to foster involvement and gather general ideas for the future design. This phase was
captured in an initial draft design. This has been presented to the project group which responded
enthusiast and gave a green light for the second phase.
The second phase was aimed to take place between September 2017 and January 2018. This phase
took the input from phase 1 as starting point in working towards a more detailed design for the public
space. The foundation invited active citizens for the so-called think-tank in which the plan makers
could talk more in depth about certain specific topics. The foundation aimed to host four thematic
meetings on the topics of water, re-use, biodiversity and the social dimension. The input of the
participants was captured after the meetings by filling in participation forms. This resulted in the
concept design that was presented at the end-of-the-year gathering.
The third phase was aimed to take place between January 2018 and July 2018 and consists of the
execution of the plan and design into a tangible real-world public space that is ready for usage. The
construction outsourced to a construction firm. The construction works to the flats were scheduled
to be finished in December 2017. The construction works to the public space were scheduled to be
finished in July 2018. As such, the residents would be back home in their refurbished flats and can
make use of the new public space before the summer of 2018. This research started during the
second phase and continued to the execution phase. In particular, the researcher followed the
conversations of the Think-tank. Let us zoom in to the conversations.
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Figure 23: View on the flats and the environment at stake.
5.3

The conversations

The first think-tank session was about ''water'', and in particular, how the flats and the public space
could be climate adaptive in the light of the anticipated intensified precipitation in the future. The
residents that were active during the first explorative phase were asked to participate in the thinktank by asking door-to-door. Due to construction work, much of the residents was temporarily
housed elsewhere and not present at the location. Nonetheless, eight residents gathered and took
place around the table in the temporary office of the foundation in one of the flats.
Suddenly, the conversations start and the theme of water is introduced, before the ground rules are
discussed or there was opportunity to get to know each other. Immediately, the problem frame of
water as important element for the future design of the public space is being rejected. Before the
conversations actually started the content and process of the conversations were already questioned.
One of the participants stood up, ready to leave, and raised her voice:
Water? What about water? When we are gonna talk about water, I do rather go home! I just want
to know how it is going to look like. I do not care about water! I understood you already made a
design... And I want to know what it is going to look like! No? In that case, I am leaving, sorry. Even
more, where is everybody else? In that case all of us should be present right? [...] I mean, what
about the rain, after all? (P1)
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At the same time, the foundation themselves had already agreed upon certain water measures to
improve climate adaptivity. The content was decided, but the appearance and embedding was up to
the citizens. Hereby, the citizens were asked to think about how the choses water measures were
supposed to look like. This was given in by their assignment by the project group, however, appears
not to be shared amongst the residents.
This expressed the unclearance regarding the set-up of the conversations. The foundation did not
get the chance to introduce the meeting design, and moreover, the participants were unsure about
what to expect or what to be involved about. However, this created a discrepancy from the start of
the conversation: the problem frame ''water'' was not shared. The citizens were asked to think along
on something that they did not fundamentally agree upon, or was at their hearts. Later, in an
interview, the participant recalls:
Well, for me, water, I do not know what to say. I have nothing with water. I do not want such euh,
such a thing in my garden, you know, such a barrel or something. But when she said, maybe we can
put in underground, you know, and not in my garden or whatever, but underground, I thought it was
a good idea. (P1)
The above statement illustrates that the problem frame was not shared but the citizens agreed with
certain solutions that reduces the presence of water measures. Instead of negotiating the problem
frame itself, the water measures were ''hidden''. In that sense, the foundation could realise its climate
adaptive measures and at the same time leave space for ideas from the residents.

Figure 24: Mapping the decisions on the ''desired future wall''.
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But moreover, the discussion on water recalls frustration about how the municipality deals with the
neighbourhood. The conversations hold strong characterisation frames on the municipality, as
neglecting and depriving the neighbourhood. At the same time, this formulated a power frame
towards the governing bodies, such as the municipality, to take more responsibility. The citizens are
now asked to think along about water measures but felt abandoned by the municipality. An elder
woman expresses her frustration on the process:
The municipality has to, euh, I mean, the municipality has not done much around here, like cleaning
or whatever. I mean, they should have kept track of it, keep it clean. [...] I mean, the municipality
must know! What they will do! Not the citizens! The citizens know nothing of course. No idea! (P3)
The participant expresses that feeling that she all of a sudden has to think of water measures,
because the municipality did not to their work, in her view. Moreover, this statement bears a strong
identity frame on the residents: the citizens know nothing. This could be an expression of her own
uncertainty on the topic but also be the result of past interactions, whereby the residents have not
been taken seriously. Another participant shares the following personal experience with the
governing authorities:
And then, the municipality came to me a while ago. He says, make a drawing of what you want for
this neighbourhood, let us talk about it. Well, they wrote down my plan. They wrote everything down!
They told me: you are smart! You should be mayor! Well, that would not work, I said. But, I have
not heard anything about it anymore! That is such a pity! They told me: that is an beautiful plan!
[..] And that guy from the municipality wrote it all down, you know. But then, he went on holiday,
he said. I thought by myself, he will come back after summer, but I have not heard anything since!
(P5)
The above statement expressed distrust in plan making, due to earlier experiences that have not
lead to tangible changes. This made the participants cynical and highly suspicious about this new
participatory project, which was already stigmatised to be the same as past experiences. This made
the participants already before the conversations started more frustrated, hindering the natural
development of an open conversations. The past inevitably influenced their attitude in these new
interactions.
Moreover, the participants were fed up by the construction works. The completion of the renovation
has been extended already three times, stretching over more than six months. The participants will
not be home before Christmas, as was promised by the project developer and the contractor. One of
the facilitators of the foundation understands the frustration of the participants:
I cannot expect them to be super enthusiastic. I mean, their houses are completely messed up. And
those temporary facilities are not very good either. Particularly in this cold weather, and the mud
everywhere. I can image why none of the residents from the last flat showed up, I mean, they
probable think, ''I do not care! I am already deep in the mess''. (T2)
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Figure 25: The temporary office of the foundation during one of the activities. Source: Tussentuin.
However, these past frustrations stretch beyond the project, and the municipality, project developer
and contractor. Slowly, the conversations also began to hint a deeper past that was now gradually
expressed in the conversations. And suddenly, these tensions reached the surface and were
expressed. The following passage of words sheds light on this other past:
T1: Would you like to think along about what we can do with the second courtyard? The green
courtyard?
P1: No, they have it coming, they have to figure it out themselves, those people! Annoying people!
Right? Annoying people, that is what they are. I do not care about their garden....
T1: Well, euh, this is about surface drainage, and the wadi will be located in the second courtyard...
P1: Oh, it is for the other garden? [...] Well, put it there, I'd say. They can have the stupid wadi!
The above conversation expresses this feeling, whereby the younger participants are not willing to
think along about the second garden, and use their involvement to make the other garden worse.
This divide is expressed in the concerns of the participants, who are mainly concerned with their
''own'' garden. Because of the past tensions, there is some incomprehension between the groups,
and therefore little empathy. In this respect, phase I of the participatory project concluded by making
a distinction between a playful courtyard for children of the families of the first flats whereas the
second courtyard is more dedicated to a peaceful green garden.
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A like the above fragment, the conversations expressed a tension between the younger families with
a migration background and the elderly white inhabitants. This divide is spatially embedded in the
neighbourhood: the first flat consists mostly of inhabitants of the first group, whereas the last flats
host more elderly people, often white couples. Up to this point it remained under the surface,
particularly as the elder white inhabitants of the last flat were hardly represented. Yet, this
demographic differences opened up the door to a whole other past to enter the conversations.
The past inevitably influenced the attitude of the participants in these new interactions. Either past
interactions with the municipality, the project developer, the contractor or even the residents among
each other, they shaped course of the present-day think tank conversations. As such, conversations
are not one moment, but stretch over time, as a means whereby various pasts are articulated and
negotiated in the shaping of the future.
5.4

The context of conversations from participants perspective

Characterising ''the other''
After the conversations, interviews were conducted with the participants. The interviewees were
asked broader questions on how they perceive the conversations, define what is at stake for them,
whether they feel heard or would like to see differently in the approach. However, already the first
interviewee, an elder white participant, fiercely explains the difficulty of the conversations:
There are much more elderly people in those flats in the back than here! But in this flat and that
one: all foreigners! And man, believe me, you cannot talk with them. There is no making sense with
them! Really! I have never experienced something like this. I have even lived in Rotterdam-Zuid,
much better than this! You do not have to say anything, and they beat you up! That whole bunch, in
once. I mean, we all live here, so you are allowed to say something about it, right? I tell them, listen
up, I am no nu stupid Dutchman, and I am certainly not afraid! (P5)
The above statement again expresses the perceived divide between elderly people and families with
an migration background, as the interviewee indirectly indicates that he does not seen them as equal
inhabitants but rather as what he calls ''foreigners''. The interviewee strengthens this story by
proclaiming he has never experienced something like this, even though he was born in another
notorious neighbourhood, e.g. using a personal experience to legitimate a particular frame.
No, I went away after a while. I was so annoyed by those neighbours! Such stupid talks. Well, I do
not want to belong to them. That was in the end. Yes, I stormed off! She did not agree with this, and
that, and so on. Come on, guys, I do not want to be part of that. [...] One of them said, let the trees
care for themselves! I mean, that does not make any sense! And then they are looking at me,
immediately being pissed off. I told them: you guys just do not care! For real, I mean, for real. I told
the organisation I was going and she proposed to talk with the two of us upstairs. That is what we
did, I mean, there is no way of talking to those people.... (P5)
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But moreover, it expresses how there is no reasonable communication between the neighbours in
the first place. One could argue, that the circumstances in which the participants are supposed to
participate, are poor. If there is no space for conversations in everyday life, organising participatory
conversations is even more challenging. The other way around applies as well: neighbourhoods with
good everyday communication are more likely to be able to participate in participatory conversations.
But if there is hardly any respectful and open communication in everyday life, how can we expect
the participants to come to dialogue in incidental participatory conversations?
Oh, do not get me started. It is horrible! Believe me! And it is notorious, the police knows about the
neighbourhood. The housing foundation knows about it as well, he once told me that it is bad people
that live here. I am to only nice person around, they told me. (P5)
The neighbourhood has a reputation among the police, according to the interviewee. Also the housing
foundation has made some critical statements on the inhabitants, the interviewee states. This shows
that there are already fixed frames on the neighbourhood, and that one cannot start a conversation
with inhabitants without addressing these underlying frames.
And I have often talked to those people, but I simply does not help anything. They are not serious!
And that is such a waste. I mean, those neighbours, they slam the door right in front of me! And
above me, there lives Africa, and when I simply walk the street, they are shouting ''fuck you'' to me!
I mean, why are you doing that? That makes no sense, right? Such hateful people. I told them, what
fack me? What do you think you are doing, mate! I am serious! I am not dumb Dutch guy! Come on!
And I am hurting nobody! I interfere with nothing... (P5)
However, this story has two sides. Or in other words: both sides hold certain characterisation frames
on each other. This enforces dichotomisation and eventually polarisation, as residents are not see as
human neighbours but as members of certain ''groups''. During the conversations itself, one
participant expressed that she does not care about the elderly white people that live in the other side
of the flat either:
Well, my children are just playing there, no matter what. I do not care about those people, or
whoever, that live there. I mean, call the police, my child is playing outside in the backside, that is
my right, because I live in between both sides, thus my child is no to blame! All children are playing
there, believe me! Hubbub or not. We often get into an argument with those people! Yes, we are
having arguments, but we do not care, we keep playing there! [...] (P1)
The above statement confirms the existence of two groups, who are not always living very well
together. The participant recalls that she does not care about the concerns of the elderly people:
whatever their nuisance might be, she will not back down nor ask her child to do so. Even more, the
participant states that this sometimes leads to an argument, but this never changed the situation.
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Figure 26: Participatory meeting at the temporary office. Source: Tussentuin.
Trust dynamics
Hence, this tension does not only remain passive but also turns active. Earlier, one of the
interviewees denoted the fear for being wrecked on the street. Ironically, a group of youngsters
passes by and greets the man kindly, as if nothing is wrong. Another interviewee states that she will
send her son to wreck the new plans, on purpose. She does not even want her neighbours to have
a nice courtyard, but rather, a wrecked place:
Those lazy bastards. Well, they have it coming! Annoying people! Right? Annoying people, that is
what they are [...] I sent my son to wreck it, deliberately! (P5)
This poses the question to what extent new developments could work and will sustain over time. The
conversations and interviews give the impression of highly sceptical residents, that express a lack of
trust in each other. One could argue whether this context provides enough fundament for
conversations and interventions to even make sense, or whether it requires more social preparation
in the first place. One of the interviewees beliefs that, in the end, the new design will not last:
I am very disappointed. Really! There are really some annoying people around here, for real. But
here, these two first flats, well, you have to... Believe me, I am holding my breath. If things are
being developed... Because it is scum that lives here! Sorry for what I am saying. They tear down
everything. They are children but the their parents allow it. [...] Believe me, when the new plans will
be executed, they will screw it up, mark my words! I am 100% sure of that! It is such a waste. They
cannot keep anything untouched. And that will cost a handful of money! And we are also paying for
that, you know! And whatever I say, ''shut the fuck up, wanna fight?'', they reply to me... (P5)
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The disturbed relation also reduces the trust of the interviewee in the course of the project. He
denotes, that whatever will be developed, it will be torn down anyway, as a characterisation frame
for ''the other'', in this case the youngsters with a migration background. At the same time, the
interviewee gives himself a positive identity frame, as the only one who speaks out, dares to address
them, and then becomes even more victim of the unreasonable behaviour of the youngsters. During
the conversation these frames where even strengthened in the direction they were already tending:
Well, those annoying monkeys that live there, those foreigners! I do not tolerate that. I told the
housing agency about it: nothing will last here! He said, why not? I said, well, I know for 100% sure
that those kids, when they are bored, will mess with, say, the elevator. It is not intended for that!
But I am watching. And they know that, believe me! [...] No, no, no. I am very annoyed by the
people who live here, and those children. I mean, the parents are also responsible! Really! It really
bothers me! (P5)
The above statement is an continuation of the lack of trust, that is caused by contextual factors even
before conversations start, but indirectly play a role in the conversations. It expresses that the
interviewee has grown very receptive to nuisance, e.g. his level of toleration is very low. Even playing
with the elevator is perceived as a deed of nuisance. Besides, the interviewee states he is watching
the streets, which also expresses the hostile atmosphere. These past interactions made the
interviewee increasingly receptive and susceptible for nuisance and tempted for negative framings.
The social context ''spatialised''
These statements create an atmosphere whereby there is no reasonable communication in daily life,
and whereby the tolerance of the residents is reduced. The image that is communicated is the image
of multiple groups that do not want to relate to each other based on various lifestyles and
misunderstandings. Another interviewee take this one step further, and pleas for a separation of
spaces, whereby the elderly people and youngster and families with an migration background each
have their ''own'' garden:
Well, listen to me, we, the inhabitants of this flat, we simply do not want a playground! I have told
them, right? We are all people at age, so to say. So we told them, we just want it back as it used to
be, with the plants, the green, and so on. Look, in the other flat, with those children, let them play
there, you know? But definitely not here, among elderly people. We simply do not want that! (I9)
Herewith, the elderly people express that they simply want the garden back how it used to be. A
quiet, well-maintained green garden, nothing more or nothing less. At the same time, this also
confirms the divide again as the interviewee states that the elderly people want their own green
courtyard. Children should play elsewhere, she argues, proposing divided rather than shared space.
At the same time, an mother with a migration background expresses that she does not care about
''the other side'', but strictly focuses on ''her part'' of the public space:
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Well, for us, on this side, I thought it was... reasonable, quite good, yes. And on the other side I did
not like it at all, but hey, I am not concerned with those people here! I do not care about them. (P1)
The interviewee denotes that she was okay with the plan on ''her'' side, but disregarded the plans
for the ''other'' side. But moreover, the interviewee states that she does not care about the other
garden, as she does not grant the elderly people a nice courtyard. During the meeting the same
interviewees made sure all the measures she did not favour, such as the wadi, were placed in ''the
other garden''. This poses questions to the ''publicness'' of the public space, or whether it is actually
a segregated space. The public space is officially ''public'' but the everyday practice of usage shows
how each group claims its own part of the public space.

Figure 27: Maquette presented in the presentation of the concept design.
Moreover, the danger of this social context is that, in participation, the existing social tensions are
embedded in the future spatial configuration, thus conforming the polarisation. In that sense, spatial
planning could quietly reproduce the social context in which the plans are made, instead of connecting
people and bringing them together to the usage of public space. In that sense, participation can be
used for the confirmation and conservation of social tensions, which are literally carved in the
everyday public space. As such, places can be an expression of underlying social tensions.
Dividing the courtyard into two separate gardens seems reasonable from a functional perspective,
but it also quietly reinforces the divide. The spatial conditions allow for the residents to relate even
less towards each and retreat into their ''own places''. As such, future plans cannot only spatially
express social circumstances but also enforce them.
5.5

The context of conversations from the perspective of the organiser

The above described circumstances formed the context of the participatory conversations. As we
have seen in the first subchapter, these past interactions influenced the present conversations.
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However, the facilitating foundation also bring in their own context into the conversations, and
thereafter, embed the conversations in their context.
After the first explorative phase, the second phase would consists of more detailed think-tank
meetings that would inform the design and future usage of the public space. Herewith, the foundation
communicated as if the residents could participate in designing. However, at the same time, the
foundation was bound by earlier agreements on climate adaptivity. As such, the residents were asked
to think along, as the facilitator of the conversations indicates:
This Think-tank is for citizens that would like to talk more in depth about certain specific topics. This
is the first of four sessions in which we will specifically talk through some parts of the design. Today's
session will be about water. Water is just but one topic, we need to do something about. But how
that will look like, and how we embed that, the wrap around it, that is what I would like to talk about
today, how that will look like. (T1)
The foundation asked the residents to think along on certain predetermined topics that were defined
as ''problem'', such as climate adaptivity, in particular water issues. The residents then, could think
along how these measures would look like. But this presupposes these measures are already decided
upon and the residents can think along on the appearance, implying the problem frame is shared
and agreed upon amongst participants.
The think-tank would consist of four meetings, in which the participants could think along and express
their wishes for the plan over four thematic meetings. However, only one of the four meetings took
place before the project was put on hold. The foundation saw itself forced to put the project on hold
for two reasons.
First, the contractor whom is responsible for the renovation of the flats, destroyed the preparations
for the execution of plan. Together with the inhabitants, the organisation had started some
groundwork such as planting flowerbeds. In the night before the presentation of the concept design,
the contractor had placed pallets in the location of the public space, wrecking large parts of the just
sowed groundwork. For the foundation, this was another event in a series of events that gave them
the impression the contractor did not care about their participation project, as one of the employees
expresses:
But that is what you see with this kind of things, euh, participation, education; it feels like they are
thinking, ''oh, add some participation, let us do some participation in the end''. Well, that is what you
get, they [the contractors] are finished, and then we have to come thereafter. Well, the citizens are
already fully done with it, and then, we have not even started our participatory process with the
citizens. That is, that is... It feel hopeless. It only makes it even more difficult for us! (T5)
The employee expresses the feeling that the participatory process is not taken seriously in the
broader change process that takes place. Instead, the participatory process is tucked away
somewhere in the end of the process as ''something that also needs to be done''. Whatever happens
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in the participatory conversations does not matter to the contractor, as if both firms were working
on a totally different project instead of working on the same location. As such, the organisational
context in which the conversations take place, the substrate, is not very receptive towards the
participatory conversations, in her view.
Second, the project group gave no clearance on the budget, disabling the foundation to come up
with concrete plans for the public space. In the beginning, the tender was easily acquired and also
after the intermediate presentation after phase I, the project group has responded enthusiast. But
then, for months, there was no clearance on whether there was money for the execution of the
second phase, and moreover, dispute about the spendable budget. Therefore it was hard to make
concrete plans, particularly in the context of participation.
The designer of the foundation denotes that they did not want to make false promises to the
inhabitants, and thus stopped the project. In the meanwhile, the foundation tried to calculate the
cost of the preliminary concept design, in order to have an indication of what budget range would be
needed. They already contacted a gardening company to calculate the costs and pre-sort for the
execution of the plan if, right before the meeting, the project replies and indicates the costs. After
months of asking without answering, the foundation took their own initiative, and now, suddenly got
the reply. The chairwoman of the foundation responds frustrated:
Yes! I sincerely hope that, euh, because, actually, we are trying to get an answer from them for
months! I have been asking them over and over. And now, right before our meeting, they inform me
over a cup of coffee, like: ''oh, I almost forgot, I should tell you''. I thought, we are waiting for this
for months! (T4)
Nonetheless, the foundation continued, even though there was a lack of clarity about the financing
of their costs, the budget that could be spent on the plan and the long-term vision of the project.
The content of the conversations that was collected up to this moment was translated into a concept
design by the foundation. They even contacted the gardening company which calculate the costs,
but now, the foundation is informed the concession is to be made public for other parties. The
chairwoman of the foundation expressed the lack of guidance and clearance. In this case, this lead
to double work that is now deemed useless. The chairwoman has the feeling that the participatory
project stands alone, as nice selling point, but not take seriously by cooperating organisations:
Yes! There has to be a project owner, someone who also owns the land, and controls the budgets
and everything, and that one has to guide us, and not the other way around. That one has to be our
commissioner, a commissioner who is clearly missing right now. Right now, we only have our own
ambitions, that we are trying to keep up. That is what happens, in fact. [...] And there is some
project group, but we hardly ever hear from them. Well, this morning, all of a sudden, after months
of trying to get clearance. (T4)
The above statement expresses that the executing organisations, the contractor of the renovation
and the foundation, are missing the commitment of the project group. Although the participatory
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process has led to a concept design, the members of the foundation express the feeling that they
are the only one who actually cares for it. In their view, the project group is ''window-dressing'' with
the participatory approach, yet, internally no of the members is actually involved.
As such, the conversations lead to a ''dead end'', as there is no continuation in formal structures and
discourses. The resonation of the conversation is limited to the closely involved participants and
facilitators, but the formal context is not open and involved enough to be receptive for the outcome.
The carefully achieved concept has reached some momentum but now all of a sudden there seems
no receiving end which guarantees the execution of this momentum. Rather, the foundation is
working out of their own ideals and ambitions, instead of a committed commissioner, as one of the
employees proclaims:
But particularly now, regarding the execution, it becomes more unclear. And last time, they sent a
trainee as representative, and now some junior project leader, whereas the two responsible persons
of the project group, are never here. We are operating completely next to each other. As if we have
to do everything ourselves! (T3)
Again, this strengthens feeling of the organisation of not being heard, and operating solely on its
own. The project group asked the foundation to take care of the participation process, but were never
involved themselves. The responsible project managers were not even present, but send younger
representatives instead, which makes the foundation feel redundant. The outcomes of the
participatory process remain at the foundation, and have not resonated to other governing bodies.
The project group has also transformed during the process. The persons who started the project and
were very much into participation, left the team. The participatory project still continues but without
the same belief or dedication, rather, it continues because it was once started and should be finished.
The original composition of the project group might have been more receptive for the outcomes,
being a receptive substrate for the conversations. The conversations have not changed but the
substrate, where the conversations are supposed to land and embedded, has changed, one of the
employees indicates:
But the project group also changed in its member composition, so we are no longer dealing with the
persons who started this project with us, and who granted us this assignment. We have not even
seen them in all these months... (T3)
This makes the outcome of the participatory process, the concept design, very vulnerable. Anchoring
the conversations in larger structures and discourses would make the concept design more dominant.
However, in this case, the conversations seems to take place ''in the air'', disconnected from other
systems that relate to the project and have to deal with the outcome. As such, the less the
conversations are connected to other systems, the smaller the degree of resonation. One of the
designers denotes:
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But the most annoying is, we are starting a project, and not some small project. They are doing a
tender towards organisations such as ours. Then, comes the request, a social and physical request.
And they have not thought about how to deal with this requests and its justification beforehand.
Well, this is where it starts going wrong. If you start a something like this, involving citizens whilst
the whole place is under construction, then, then... I mean, it is as if it is thought of by a bunch of
amateurs, ''we have to do some participation'', hop. Let us do that right away. A request! And that
request, what we also see in other projects, they were not allowed to do it, or, you win, and they
cancel the process halfway because of bad preparations. It is just, just... (T5)
The above statement summarises the perspective from the foundation, whereby the project group is
framed as rather amateur organisation. The project group opted for participation, but has never been
fully aboard or involved in the participatory process. There was no ex ante plan for that guided the
foundation in embedding the participatory outcomes in the larger change process. As such, the
participatory project started full of ambition, but now its potential remains far from fully used. The
foundation expresses that the project is ''free floating'', considered as ''nice'', but not seriously
embedded in the long-term structures of the project group responsible for the change process.
5.6

The context of the conversations from the perspective of non-participants

In this last subchapter, we move towards the perspective of non-participants. Non-participants are
to be considered as people that relate to the population of the case study but do not actively
participate, either consciously or unconsciously. Non-participants can be seen as ''the outsiders'',
which are not present at the table. Herewith some outsiders can still influence the conversations,
due to letters, contacting newspapers, organising protest committees, and so on, whereas others
remain absent from the participatory trajectory.
Residents were asked on the street about whether they were familiar with the project and its plans
for the future usage of the public space. Although various invitations and information posters, the
residents that did not participate were not familiar with the project, nor used other ways to influence
the course of the conversations. Thus the content of the information remained within the foundation,
the think-tank and several active residents. One of the passer-by's, on his way home, answered:
Well, pffff.... When the mess is gone, I think it will be restored to what it was before. How it used to
be. I mean, I do not know. I know they are renovating the flat. And then just back to what it was
before. [...] The Spetterflat? No, I have no heard about it, euh... I, euhm... (B3)
The above statement illustrates how the content of the participatory conversations remains within
the participants and the participatory discourse and his little resonance towards the non-participants.
The general impression from interviewing non-participants is that half of them have not even heard
of the project. The other half is vaguely familiar with the project, might even have participated once
or twice during the first phase, but express not to be up-to-date with the background and progress
of the project.
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5.7

Concluding implications

This chapter used the implications of the expert interviews as starting point, to be the conversations
itself and the various contexts around the conversations. The research question of the case study
revolved around the influence of the participatory conversations in the case of the Spetterflat.



RQ2: How do the participatory conversations influence the planning process of the Spetterflat
in Rotterdam?

The case study showed that conversations do not stand on their own, but are inevitably connected
to the context of the past, present and future. The past shapes the expectations, assumptions and
frames that participants wield in present-day conversations. Conversations are expressions and
explications of the frames that are constructed in past interactions. This provides a way forward in
the understanding of participatory conversations from an socio-historical perspective, in order to
understand how the past has enforced the creation of certain frames. The socio-historical context
could serve as basis for deconstructing frames and creating space reframing in dialogue.
The case study illustrated how the content of the conversations is processed and interpreted in
different ways in and in between conversations. The conversations can strive for a shared
understanding although this will never be fully achieved but rather approached. Each participant
processes the content differently through informal conversations afterwards, leading to discrepancies
on the understanding of outcome of participatory conversations. In the case of the Spetterflat, there
was a contrast between the participants and non-participants, whereby the non-participants were
not aware of the planning process.
Thus, conversations do not only influence the process through formal face-to-face contexts, but there
is more communication around the conversations that influences the course of the planning process.
Both the citizens that are participating as well as those who are not actively participating, influence
the process through everyday talk (Kim & Kim, 2008), whereby the formal participatory process and
its content is translated and embedded in the meaning of their everyday reality. Moreover, the case
hints to the influence of flyers, newspaper articles and posters, whereby these artefacts can be
politically laden (Winner, 1980) and the influence of everyday behaviour such as violations on the
process (Bleijenberg et al., 2018).
Next to that, the case study shows how the content of the participatory conversations at micro-scale
remained on the subdominant level instead of resonating and moulding the dominant structures and
institutions on macro-level. The outcome of the conversations by the organising foundation remained
unacknowledged and unembedded by the non-receptive formal project group, reducing the influence
of the participatory conversations on the planning process.
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This mean that, when building towards the discussion, we should focus on:



The past of participatory conversations; understanding the conversations through the lens of
what happened in the past;



The present of participatory conversations; understanding the conversations through the lens
of what happens in and in between conversations;



The future of participatory conversations; understanding the conversations through the lens
of the resonation and embedding towards the future;
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Intermezzo
Truth is not a concept but rather an subjective experience.
- Jos Kessels
Conversations are important in making sense together. Experiencing truth, reframing your frames,
and so on. But conversations are maybe to be perceived with a bit more consideration when it regards
its role as birthplace of change. Maybe I have been focusing too much on the conversations itself
earlier on, as having a tunnel view full of expectations on participatory conversations and change...
But slowly, it appeared to me that having conversations is one, but what happens around this
conversations is of importance as well in both the bringing about of dialogue and its resonance
towards change. What happens around conversations proves to be of enormous importance on the
conversations itself! Or in other words, what happens around conversations determines the extent
to which the conversation – understood as shared experience – impact on the world outside the
conversation. Thus, conversations are about convergence, zooming in, and aiming for dialogue that
might provide new ways of shared thinking. But the capacity to change due to conversations, depends
on the divergence of conversations, e.g. how they are embedded and impacting upon the outside
world.
Maybe, we have to understand participatory conversations as a bridge. Bridges have to be connected
to two sides in order to fulfil their function as bridge, which is connecting, bringing people forward.
But what if we understand these sides as the past on the one side and the future on the other. One
can have the most beautiful bridge - the conversation – but when it is not embedded to the past
and future, it stands on its own and does not mean anything. One has to start working form the left
side (the past) in order to start working on the bridge itself (the present) and finish it by connecting
it to the right bank (the future) to complete it.
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Chapter 6: Discussion
6.1

Introduction

The discussion consists of three parts: theoretical reflections, methodological reflection and
suggestions for further research. In the theoretical reflections, the researcher reflects upon the
theoretical starting points, using the insights of expert interviews and the case study. These
reflections focus on embedding the findings of the expert interviews and case study in the theoretical
debate. This section consists of three parts: the past of conversations, the context of conversations
and the future of conversations, as informed by the implications of the previous chapter. Hereby the
discussion explores whether there is an overlap or difference between theory, experts and practice,
and how this relates to the current debate in literature.

Figure 28: The discussion in the context of the research.
The methodological reflection reflects on the applied methodology through six issues for
consideration: the variety in richness of interviews, the cancellation of observations, the interviewing
of experts, the circumstances in which the research took place, the ethical dimensions and the
normativity related to conversations. Lastly, the discussion proposes two avenues for further
research on conversations from an evolutionary perspective: the past of conversations and the future
of conversations. Figure 28 shows how the discussion fits in the context of the research project.
6.2

Theoretical reflections

The theoretical reflection combines theory, experts interviews and case study in order to shed light
on the current academic debate and to put the research in context, in order to explore potential
overlap or additions. In order to do so, the discussion follows the line of the research questions:



RQ1: How do experts understand the role of participatory conversations in local planning
practices?



RQ2: How do the participatory conversations influence the planning process of the
Spetterflat in Rotterdam?
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6.2.1

The past of conversations: self-referentiality

As we have seen in the theoretical framework, the communication scholars such as Isaacs, Bohm
and Scharmer focus on conversations in the moment, providing normative and prescriptive theories
on how to arrive at ''good conversations'' (Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2000). The experts, however,
noted that participatory conversations often do not reach dialogue. The case of the Spetterflat
illustrated that participatory conversations often remain within the first two quadrants of the
conversations-development model: conversation and discussion-debate (Isaacs, 1999). The
preconditions for reflexive and generative dialogue were not met in the case of the Spetterflat, which
the experts as suspension of judgements, interests and decisions (Kessels, 2006).
Theories on conversations (see Isaacs, 1999; Bohm, 2004; Scharmer, 2009) suggest the
abandonment of frames and instead opts for the reframing towards new frames through
conversations (Kessels, 2006), whereas the experts indicate that this is a very difficult process, ''the
art of dialogue'' (Aarts, 2015). Dialogue was understood as the process of becoming aware of frames,
making frames more flexible and reformulate towards new frames. However, the case of the
Spetterflat showed that this ''mobility of thinking'' is not limitless. Or in other words: frames are not
as flexible in conversations as theory on dialogue suggests. Aarts et al. (2011) already indicate that
conflicts are not restricted to what actually happens at the location, instead, conflicts reach over
various time- and place scales, underpinning the experts statements on the role of context.
This hints towards the role of context in interactions such as negotiations over the future design and
usage of space (Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000). The case of the Spetterflat showed how the
conversations formed the place where the context, as shaped by past interactions, was being
expressed, and set the stage for what will be bone (Ford, 1999). What happens in present-day
conversations can only be understood as an expression of what happened in the past. The
conversations and interviews resembled degrees of self-referentiality or autopoiesis that enforced
''fixed'' or ''frozen'' frames (Aarts & Van Woerkum, 2006). The participants in the case of the
Spetterflat behold certain frames on each other that are informed by the past interactions, such as
violations, behaviour and nuisance which are now projected on future interactions (De Vries, 2014).
It can be argued that these self-referential frames influenced the conversations, or even hindered
the development towards open and generative dialogue (see Isaacs, 1999). Instead of an open and
receptive mind, these past interactions have created a laden context in which the participants easily
confirm their own hypothesis on reality rather than viewing from an open mind (Aarts et al., 2011).
This process of self-referentiality of framing in interaction is enforced by what is termed ''trust
heuristics'' (Lewicki & Brinsfield, 2012), which highlights the role and meaning of expressions of trust
in the interpretation and development of conversations (Lewicki & Polin, 2013).
Following Lewicki & Brinsfield (2011), a heuristic is a decisional shortcut, ''a mechanism for
processing information that allows the decision maker to select some information and ignore other
information as a way to make quicker or easier, less complex decisions'' (Lewicki & Brinsfield, 2011:
110). In order to comprehend the complexity of participatory conversations, the degree of trust
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influences how communication is interpreted and framed as a means to reduce complexity (De Vries,
2014). Or in other words: if people trust each other, they are more likely to accept and share the
content of what is being communicated, whereas distrust leads to rejection and negative framing on
the content (Lewicki & Brinsfield, 2012).
Trust heuristics play an important role in conversations, as ''trust heuristics perform a vital function
for the successful navigation of increasingly complex interpersonal environments by simplifying the
information processing task'' (Lewicki & Brinsfield, 2012: 117). Trust, as the result of past encounters
and interactions, functions as in indicator that signals the ''acceptation'' of what is communicated in
conversations. The past experiences can create a lower degree of trust that potentially blocks the
space for new ways of thinking as we immediately construct the story as we thought it to be (Harris,
2007), which in fact is a frame of what happened before. Thus, trust heuristics shape expectations,
intentions and uncertainties (Lewicki & Brinsfield, 2012; De Vries, 2014)
Trust heuristics are the place where the past becomes ''activated'' in present conversations through
''generalised expectancy'' (Rotter, 1961). In the Spetterflat case, trust played an inevitable role
between the elderly white people and the younger families with a migration background but also on
organisational level between the various parties involved in the planning process. The various
participants, organisers and non-participants are looking at participatory conversations with eyes
that are laden by the past, expressed through reduced trust heuristics. The lack of trust reduced
changeability of frames, making reframing through conversations more challenging. The case of the
Spetterflat even showed how these tensions in the participatory conversations influenced the
outcome of the planning process, e.g. replicating and spatialising the self-referential frames.
Thus, conversations are not to be understood as tabula rasa, the experts already highlighted.
Instead, present-day conversations can be seen as a canvas that has various hidden layers that can
be uncovered and affect the process of painting. During conversations, the past-shaped frames leave
the subconscious and become activated and formulated in interaction, influencing the course of
participatory conversations (Massey, 1995; Aarts & Van Woerkum, 2008). The case study showed
how the participatory conversations were used as an expression of current relationships in the
neighbourhood. The current theory on conversations has limited attention for the role of selfreferentiality in participatory conversations (De Vries et al., 2015; Van Assche et al., 2015).
6.2.2

The context of conversations: informality and everyday conversations

The theories of the Optimist scholars consists of various prescriptive theories on what constitutes a
''good conversation'', and moreover, how to cater for such conversations (Flyvbjerg and Richardson,
2002). The danger is in reducing the debate to ''abstract'' and ''ideal-world'' solutions, capturing the
debate in normative statements that everyone can agree upon, and hence reducing the space for
critical perspectives (Flyvbjerg, 1998; Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2002; Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000).
As such, many theories are focus on what can be done to ''improve'' conversations, and therefore,
narrowing the scope to the actual conversations itself.
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However, the experts already hinted that conversations are but moments in larger processes of
changing roles, rules and regimes (see Van Assche et al., 2015). We came to understand
conversations as vehicles that bear potential to change, but the case of the Spetterflat showed that
it ultimately depends on the embedding in the context in between and after conversations whether
the outcome of the spreads. For example, how the enzyme connects to the various substrates, in
order to fulfil the momentum that can be created through participatory conversations. This informed
the focus on studying what happens around conversations in the case of the Spetterflat.
In the first subchapter we already touched upon the interactional processes of self-referentiality and
trust heuristics that shape the understanding of the outcome of the conversations. The case of the
Spetterflat illustrated how the outcome of the conversations can be interpreted differently by each
participant (see also Entman, 1993; Gray, 2003). The interviews showed how the outcome of a
formal participatory conversation formed the starting point for informal conversations that took place
in between meetings, moulding the ''outcome'' of the conversations in various ways. It is ''through
everyday political talk, citizens construct their identities, achieve mutual understanding, produce
public reason, form considered opinions, and produce rules and resources for deliberative
democracy'' (Kim and Kim, 2008: 51). It is this informal and non-purposive everyday political talk
form the basis for change in conversations in deliberative democracy (Kim and Kim, 2008).
In the light of the work of Kim & Kim (2008), the case of the Spetterflat that organising participation
in spatial planning does not strictly remain to formal participatory conversations. The interviews
highlight the importance of face-to-face contact, both in participatory conversations and informal,
non-purposive everyday conversations (Van Woerkum & Aarts, 2008). As such, each participant
experiences different informal conversations in between the formal participatory conversations.
These informal conversations take place in the network of the beholder, a different context than the
formal participatory conversations (Giddens, 1979). This could either be kitchen-table conversations,
small talk on the street or meeting the neighbours, based on their social network (McClurg, 2003).
This asks for widening the scope in studying participatory conversations to acknowledging and
studying the role of informal conversations, and in particular, how these informal conversations
influence the planning process.
Therefore, the input for a new conversation does not equal the outcome of the previous
conversations, as the outcome has gone through different paths of informality. It is often after
conversations, in informal conversations with other, that participants revisit the formal conversations
and process what has been said, involving strategic framing in interaction (Kim and Kim, 2008).
Taking a Luhmannian perspective, we can argue that conversations aim to reach some sort of
''communicative rationality'', but this cannot be achieved but rather approached (Luhmann, 1981).
Current planning theories and research are very much focused on the formal participatory meetings
(see Healey, 1997; Forester, 2012), lacking on studying what happens in between conversations that
are part of a series of conversations in, in this case, a participatory project, although this
understanding is gaining influence (see Van Assche et al., 2015). Hereto, these theories overlook the
importance of what happens in between conversations (Kim & Kim, 2008; Van Assche et al., 2015).
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Figure 29: The relation between informal and formal conversation in evolutionary perspective.
Whereas the Optimists (see Habermas, 1996; Isaacs, 1999; Forester, 2012) have a strong normative
focus on formal conversations (Flyvbjerg and Richardson, 2002; Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000), the
experts and the case study adhere to a smaller undercurrent in research that studies the role of
everyday conversations that take place in between formal meetings. Much value is addressed to
formal conversations (see Isaacs, 1999; Bohm, 2004; Scharmer, 2009), whereas understanding and
change are negotiated in informal everyday conversations (Kim and Kim, 2008). Or as Bate (2004)
puts it, ''if you want to change the way people think, start by changing the way people talk'' (Bate,
2004: 37), highlighting the role of how stories are formulated in the interaction between people (Van
der Stoep, 2014; Kegan and Lahey, 2001). This research adds by acknowledging the role of informal
conversations on formal participatory conversations and the outcome of planning processes.
Thus, instead of focusing on studying conversations as isolated events conversations should be
studied from an evolutionary perspective (Van Assche et al., 2015). The potential to change is not
only made in participatory conversations, but in the minds of the participants during and after
conversations in everyday conversations (Kim & Kim, 2008). In studying conversations, research
should not solely be focused on formal meetings and conversations, but instead, also study what
happens in between conversations (Van der Stoep, 2014).
6.2.3

The future of conversations: structural change

In the past subchapter we already touched upon the degree of change that can be ascribed to
conversations, acknowledging the role of everyday conversations (Kim & Kim, 2008). In the
theoretical framework, the Optimists argue that conversations can lead to change through what is
termed ''communicative rationality'' (see Habermas, 1996). However, one could question to what
extent this ''outcome'' alters the future one-on-one (Luhmann, 1981). The Realists provide a more
critical stance towards the degree of change that can be ascribed to conversations. Therefore, this
subchapter zooms in on what happens with the outcome after the conversations took place.
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The experts that were interviewed for this study already noted the embedding of conversations in
formal structures, as conversations are moments in larger change processes. This hinted towards
the understanding that conversations can lead to change but it depends on how these conversations
are connected to the context whether the conversations have impact (Lane, 2006). The experts argue
that the current formal planning structures have not yet adapted to the participatory society, which
requires ''behavioural change, organisational change, system change ánd cultural change'', De Jonge
argued. This informed us that the formal context around conversations is not yet fully receptive for
the outcomes of participatory conversations (Van Assche et al., 2015).
This implies the notion that conversations indeed bear the potential to bring about change, but
change can only be achieved if the content of conversations influences the steering and receiving
structures. Hence, the degree of change depends on the extent to which what-has-been-said spreads
and changes the minds of those not present in the conversations, following Luhmann argues
(Luhmann, 1981; Brans and Rossbach, 1997). The less the conversations are connected to associated
systems, for example the project group in the case of the Spetterflat, the smaller the degree of
resonation. This poses questions on how momentous conversations are connected to the broader
change process. Even though consensus might be reached, the outcome of a conversations is not
necessarily ''transformative'' (Sandercock, 2010).
Following this line, the case study showed that the participatory process of the Spetterflat stood on
its own, disconnected from the broader change process of ''upgrading'' the neighbourhood, for
example through renovation, measures for water protection and green public space. In first instance,
a fraction of the neighbours participated, whereas the non-participants were not aware of the
negotiations over the future design and usage of a public space. But moreover, the outcomes of the
participatory conversations were not part of the dominant discourse of the project group and the
contractor. The conversations seemed to take place ''in the void'', disconnected from other systems
that relate to the project and have to deal with the outcome, thus not transforming the ''planning
paradigm'' (Sandercock, 2010; Huxley and Yiftachel, 2000). This made the outcome of the
participatory process, the concept design, vulnerable and with less impact than it potentially could
have had.
The participatory conversations carefully built towards some communicative rationality that applied
in the context of the conversations at micro-level, following the current theoretical understandings
(see Habermas, 1996; Healey, 1997). The case of the Spetterflat, however, showed that this
communicative rationality does not equal the rationalities of the receiving contexts at macro-level
(Geels and Schot, 2007). Anchoring the conversations in larger structures and discourses would have
made the concept design more dominant. The case study illustrated that it depends on whether and
how the conversations are connected to the receiving context, to what extent the conversation is
able to ''land'' and change the contextual rationalities (Van Assche et al., 2015; Geels and Schot,
2007). This tells us that structural change is the function of micro-level conversations and macrolevel resonance and embedding of those conversations in dominant macro-structures such as the
decision-making project group and municipal policy making (Geels and Schot, 2007).
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These communicative niche innovations are small changes at micro level, and one could argue that
the degree of change depends on how the niche innovations at micro level affect and impact upon
the macro-level of institutions, general beliefs and policies (Geels and Schot, 2007; Smith et al.,
2005). Or in other words, change in conversations can be understood as the degree to which
subdominant conversations at micro-level alter the rules, roles and regimes at the formal and
dominant macro-level (Bijker, 1995). Then, conversations can be understood as niche innovations
that potentially align and create an ''window of opportunity'' that pressures to adjust the institutions,
general beliefs, policies, norms and values of the sociotechnical regime (Geels and Schot, 2007).
This research provided an evolutionary perspective to the current theoretical debate, which bridges
the Habermasian belief in change through communication, but places this in a realistic Foucauldian
and Luhmannian perspective. It depends on what happens after the conversations, whether the
potential to change that can be ascribed to a conversation remains fiction or translates into real
change (Van Assche et al., 2015). Structural change is about creating the preconditions for changing
discourses at various levels (Aarts et al, 2011). Change through conversations is about the extent
towards which communicative rationality is able to change the various contextual rationalities. Thus,
conversations bear the potential to change, but it depends on how these conversations are translated
back to this context after the conversations, to what extent the conversation resonates and sustains
over time.
6.3

Methodological reflection

This subchapter revolves around the reflection on the applied methodology. Six issues will be
discussed: the variety in richness of interviews, the cancellation of observations, the interviewing of
experts, the circumstances in which the research took place, the ethical dimensions and the
normativity related to conversations.
First, the research resembled a variety in the richness of the conducted interviews. Some interviews
were very rich and provided many statements whereas other interviews were less of use. Therefore,
some interviews gained more weight in the results than others. Each of the two groups as described
in the case study had one very active representative that provided the most statements. To overcome
this it has been checked whether the statements were shared and represented the broader vision by
asking others about the same questions. In general, more openness about this could add to the
credibility of research, stating that some participants were more quoted than others.
The second issue for reflection is in the difference between the research plan as described in the
proposal and the execution in practice. During the arrangement of the fieldwork in the proposal phase
there were four meetings of the Think-tank and two feedback sessions scheduled. However, the
participatory process was suspended due to a conflict with both the contractor and the project group,
as described in the case study. This allowed the researcher to attend one meeting and one feedback
presentation as the other meetings were cancelled. The termination of the participatory project
limited the data of the research, particularly actual observations on participatory conversations. This
has been backed up by attending several other participatory meetings across The Netherlands to
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develop a view on participation in the broader sense. This allowed the researcher to cross-reference
the findings of the limited observations. Besides, other meetings were attended to get a grasp on
what happens around the conversations, such as construction meetings. Additional interviews have
been conducted to get more insight how the participants perceive the process over time. At first, the
cancellation disturbed the researcher, but actually it gives a good representation of what actually
happens in practice. In fact, it was the harsh reality at its best.
These circumstances informed the third issue of reflection, to be the interviewing of experts. The
interviews with experts were used to fill the gap between the normative theories and the case study.
Particularly as the theory remained plain, abstract and normative the experience of experts could
shine a light on how to work with theories in practice. Moreover, the theory hinted the researcher on
the skill of organising dialogue, and a skill a different kind of knowledge than a theoretical text.
Interviewing experts has been applied to be able to read between the lines of the theoretical
premises. Nonetheless, one can argue that the experts influenced the lens through which the case
has been studied. However, most observations and interviews already took place before or in parallel
with the expert interviews. Moreover, having the expertise of several experts hinted me on where
the actual research gap existed, as informed by practice. Interviewing experts allowed me to get in
touch what is at stake amongst practitioners and add to that debate, applying science in society.
This has led to the creation of a knowledge network that remained up-to-date of the research and
vice versa.
The fourth issue is in the circumstances in which the research took place. The participatory
conversations took place during the construction work on the adjacent flats, hosting the houses of
the participants. During the participatory process, the case location appeared more like a construction
site than a neighbourhood. The inhabitants were temporarily housed elsewhere, either in finished
parts of the flat, in a container or at their family – but under rather poor conditions. Even more, the
completion of the construction was delayed multiple times. These circumstances made the
participants also more prone to frustration with the overall situation. Conducting research under
these circumstances made inhabitants not very eager to participate, as they were already tested on
their patience. During the initial interviews, by ringing doorbells, there were hardly any people at
home or the doorbell was not working. This also reduced the population that could participate.
Particularly the elderly people were not present in the flats during the research period. To overcome
this the researcher asked inhabitants on the street for interviews. Moreover, this critique particularly
regards the overall organisation of the participation, as the project group organised everything all in
once. The researcher had to deal with as best possible, but nonetheless, it were not the most optimal
circumstances for interviewing.
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Figure 30: The courtyard and surroundings flats under construction.
The fifth issue for reflection is in the ethical dimension of this research. The participatory
conversations expressed a deeper social tension between two groups that live in the project area.
Some of the observations and interviews hold very strong stigmatisations on who was to be
considered as the other. This circumstances affected the participatory process, wherefore this
research pleas for more attention to the social dimensions preceding the conversations itself, but in
no way aims to polarise the groups. It is an illustration of how the past impacts upon the present
day conversations, but the content could be anything.
The sixth issue is in the normativity of conversation theories. When talking about conversations, it
often comes down to what makes a conversation a ''good'' conversation. This provokes theoretical
judgement when a conversation does not work according to the theories. What is to be understood
as ''good'' depends on what you define as good, for what and for whom. In this case, ''good''
conversations were understood as bringing participants together and leading to change. However,
one should always be critical on how ''good'' is perceived and operationalised. Dividing the courtyard
into two separate gardens seems reasonable, but it also quietly reinforces the divide, as if the
inhabitants do not want to relate to each other, and therefore retreat to their own courtyards. Thus
the perceived segregation is spatially expressed in new plans, rather than bringing people together
through an participatory process. Thus, although the participatory conversations take place, the
circumstances are disturbed which causes the new plans to be an copy or expression of the current
contextual tensions.
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6.4

Future research

This research has shown the importance of what happens around the conversations. Instead of
focusing on participatory conversations, future research could be conducted on how the past
influences present-day conversations, how everyday informal conversations influence the formal
planning process and how the outcome of conversations impacts upon the macro-level of policies
and institutions. This implies the need for studying conversations from an evolutionary perspective.
Past of conversations
First, future research could be conducted on the influence of the socio-historical context on presentday participatory conversations. One could study how to create the initial circumstances for
participatory conversations, in order to address the past and create space for something new. Of
course, the past will always play an inevitable role in conversations (Van Assche et al., 2015; Massey,
1995). No conversation stands on its own, that is particularly the point. However, the theory of
dialogue is about finding ways to being able to suspend judgements, interests and decisions (Kessels,
2006). Research could be directed towards ways studying what makes past-informed fixed frames
more fluid to be able to change or not.
Present of conversations
Second, future research could be directed towards studying the influence of everyday informal
conversations on formal participatory conversations in planning processes. This research explored
the role of what happens outside the formal planning world in the everyday reality of the participants
on the formal planning process (Kim and Kim, 2008). This mechanism that bridges formal planning
processes with everyday informal realities could be further studied, as the influence of conversations
is not limited to the actual conversations but takes places after and in between conversations.
Conversations are not to be understood as isolated events (De Vries, 2015). The role and influence
of informality on planning processes could be further studied.
Future of conversations
Third, this research illustrates the potential of studying the embedding of participatory conversations
at macro-level, after the conversations took place. It could be studied how the experience of the
participatory conversation is translated by the various participants, and how this affects their
understanding of what is at stake and eventually their role in shaping the outcome. Research could
be directed towards studying the dynamics of sustain and resonance of participatory conversations.
Or in other words: under what conditions do participatory conversations lead to change or not. This
future research studies the relation between participatory conversations and momentum for change.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
7.1

Introduction

This research aimed to explore the influence of participatory conversations in local planning
processes. The conclusion starts by answering the two research questions, RQ1 and RQ2, that relate
to the expert interviews and the case study. The answers on these questions will be used to answer
the general research question, as posed in the introduction (GRQ): how do participatory
conversations influence the course of local planning practices? After answering the general research
question, the findings are translated into three implications for the domain of spatial planning. The
figure below shows the conclusion in the context of the research.

Figure 31: The conclusion in the context of the research.
7.2

Research questions

During this research we have used the three-step explorative research model of literature study,
experts interviews and a single-case study, to research the general research question on the
influence of participatory conversations on local planning practices. This section briefly answers the
two research questions, RQ1 and RQ2.



RQ1: How do experts understand the role of participatory conversations in local planning
practices?

The expert interviews placed participatory conversations in a broader context, understanding
participatory from a behavioural, relational, contextual and evolutionary perspective. The experts
indicated that participative conversations are hard to establish for spatial practitioners, as dialogue
is considered as an delicate art. This requires a specific set of skills that tempts the participants to
suspend judgements, interests and decisions. Apart from facilitation it also depends on how spatial
planners deal with the socio-historical and institutional context whether the participatory
conversations are able to transcend into dialogue. Participatory conversations can lead to an
experience of truth, an intuition of truth that makes sense in that context, as argued in social
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constructivism. Yet it depends on the context of conversations, to what extent the truth experience
resonates and has impact or remains a fiction. During the expert interviews the focus shifted from
the conversations itself towards looking at conversations from a broader perspective.



RQ2: How do the participatory conversations influence the planning process of the
Spetterflat in Rotterdam?

The case study has been studied from four perspectives: the conversations itself, the context from
the participants, the context of the organisers and the context of the non-participants.
This elucidated the role of the past, present and future context in which the participatory
conversations. The past of conversation (''before'') influences the planning process, as conversations
are not to be understood as tabula rasa, as past-shaped frames become activated and formulated in
interaction, influencing the course of participatory conversations. The present of conversations (''in
between'') affects the planning process, as the potential to change is not only made in participatory
conversations, but in the minds of the participants during and after conversations in everyday
informal conversations, that influence the planning process. Lastly, the future of conversations
(''after'') determines the outcome of the planning process, as it depends on what happens after the
conversations, how the micro-scale conversations influence the receiving macro-scale structures,
institutions and discourses, thus whether the potential to change remains fiction or translates into
real change.
7.3

General research question

This section answer the general research question:



GRQ: How do participatory conversations influence the course of local planning practices?

This research took participatory conversations as the core of participation in spatial planning as
starting point. Participatory conversations influence local planning practices, as conversations are
the place where various understandings of the past, present and future become explicit and are
negotiated in the debate over what is to come. The context in which the participatory conversations
take place determines the course of the conversations: participatory conversations only make sense
in context. The expert interviews and case study showed that not only participatory conversations
itself but the context of conversations influences the planning process.
This research showed the importance of what happens before, in between and after conversations.
The research adds another perspective to the debate on conversations and change, which not solely
focuses on the conversations as isolated events but highlights the importance of the context of
conversations. A conversation is but one moment in time, but change requires more than a
conversation: it is about what happens before, in between and after conversations. This asks for an
evolutionary perspective in studying participatory conversations.
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Figure 32: Conversations in an evolutionary context.
7.3

Implications for spatial planning

This study has two major implications for spatial planning: the importance of facilitation in organising
participatory conversations and an evolutionary perspective in studying participatory conversations.
First, the research showed the importance of facilitation in participatory planning processes. Society
has evolved towards the participatory society, but spatial planning is now struggling to redefine itself
in this context of empowered stakeholders. This challenges planners to rethink their role in
participatory planning processes, particularly in the light of the formal duty of involvement that will
be

introduced by the new Environment and Planning Act. However, involvement through

participatory conversations requires a whole different set of skills, in the art of facilitation. The
creation of dialogue is to be considered as an art, which either should be part of the education of a
spatial planners or should be outsourced to a professional facilitator.
As such, this research can be seen as a testimony of the contemporary re-negotiation of decisionmaking and governance. Participation reflects a wider trend of searching for new ways of making
sense together in an increasingly empowered society. As we have seen, participation does not take
place in one moment but is about re-establishing a relation between governing organisations and
stakeholders such as citizens. This requires behavioural change, organisational change, system
change ánd cultural change, from both spatial planners and participants. This research illustrated the
social sensitivity of spatial change processes, and provides a more relational perspective towards the
involvement of citizens.
This research has been made explicit that organising participatory conversations is not something
instantly or momentous that can easily be executed by spatial planners. On the contrary.
Participatory conversations should be social events within a social process of involvement, rather
than social incidents within a rather one-sided technocratic process. Participation does not take place
in one moment but is about re-establishing a relation between governing organisations and
stakeholders such as citizens. Therefore, participation reflects a wider trend of searching for new
ways of making sense together in an increasingly empowered society.
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Second, the research showed the relevance of what happens before, in between and after
conversations. We came to understand that change is not solely made in conversations but rather
through what happens around conversations. This asks for an evolutionary perspective in organising
or dealing with participatory conversations. This implies that spatial planners that are charged with
the organisation of facilitation of participatory conversations, have to consider three time-scales:



The past of conversations: how the past influences present-day conversations, or in other
words, to what extent this past-informed self-referentiality and trust heuristics affect the
participatory conversations. In the context of this research, the everyday conversations and
relations where very much shaped by the past, hindering present-day interaction and
creation towards the future. This implies more sensitivity to the preconditions of the
participatory conversations, and in particular a quick-scan of the social-historical context, to
be better prepared for issues from that past that might pop up in spatial planning processes.
Or in other words, spatial planners involved in participatory conversations could start by
deconstructing how the past has shaped the present conditions which are there at the start
of participatory conversations.



The present of conversations : how the participatory conversations relate to each other, and
in particular, the importance of what happens in between the formal conversations. The
assumption that participants have a shared understanding of the ''outcome'' and are on ''the
same page'' has proven to be wrong, as participants have different interpretations and
framing of the conversations, that are shaped by everyday conversations in the informal
circuit. Awareness and sensitivity to the importance of informality between conversations
could add to a better understanding for spatial planners of what happens in conversations,
and create an incentive for more attention on revisiting what has been said at the start of
new conversations.



The future of conversations: how the perceived ''outcome'' of participatory conversations at
micro-level translates back to the macro-level of institutions, policy makers, etc. Or in other
words, how the potential to change of conversations, which can be seen as niche innovations,
resonates and sustains towards the original larger structures. This insight implies more
sensitivity of spatial planners for the translation of the ''new content'' conversations in
existing structures, or the transformation of these structures. And moreover, how these
subdominant conversations enter the dominant realm, and possibly results in changing rules,
roles and regimes for future interactions.
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Epilogue
Participation is struggling from being an ideal to becoming formalised in for example the Environment
and Planning Act. After 50 years of increased pioneering in the recent history of spatial planning,
often spontaneous and ad hoc, participation is slowly becoming ''the norm''.
What we have seen is an illustration of what takes place in the domain of spatial planning: the search
for how to shape the ideal of participation in the harsh practice. We have seen that both practitioners
and participants are exploring what participation means to them, beyond the frequent heard
buzzword.
The case of Rotterdam is an testimony of the quest for democratic innovation that participation is
about. The meetings and interviews expressed the feeling of something new, something unclear,
with all the parties involved trying to grasp how to deal with participation in their everyday lives.
As such, participation is much more about behavioural change. It requires a governing body that is
receptive and open to participation, and which has the social involvement to establish a constant
relation with its citizens. On the other hand it challenges citizens to think about the way they want
to be involved and what it takes to make use of that seat on the table.
This is a process of getting used to each other, in this new context. For decades we have centralised
our governance and formalised it through indirect representation. Now, we are decentralising, and
eager to engage with each other through direct representation from below. In some way, governing
organisation and participants have to get acquainted again, building towards a new way of working.
I am convinced that participation can be very meaningful. And all the current struggles are not to be
judged too hard, as it are attempts to deal with this phenomenon called participation. For now it
might still sound abstract and vague, but so did democracy sound the first time as well. The ideal of
participation is worth exploring, and that is what happens all around.
But this research has showed that organising participatory conversations is one, embedding them in
the broader social context is another. Participation is not something that takes place on one moment,
every now and then. Participation is about creating a mutual relation between governing
organisations and stakeholders such as citizens. Participatory conversations are like a bridge, that
has to be connected to two sides: the past and the future. If these two are abled the bridge can
function and bring us further. Thus, now more and more participatory conversations take place, but
we should not narrow our focus to the interactional conversations itself, but instead adopt an
evolutionary perspective.
Wim Bosschaart
Wageningen,
15th of June 2018
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